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Effect Three  new 
i r c to rs  "! 
sale on . 1 d 
Terrace. regional boar 
uncerta in  AI 
TERRACE --  The  
Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
will continue to be ser- 
viced by three flights dally 
to Vancouver "as long as 
the traffic supports them" 
aPacific Western Airlines 
(PWA) representative said 
recently. ~: ,~ 
by Michael Kelly 
g:, . . . . .  
f, 
~ ~f~,  •.:!~i:i •.
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TERRACE - -  As a result 
of the recent civic elec- 
tions three new members 
appeared on the board of 
the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine at the in- 
augural meeting Dec. 13. 
The new director for the 
District • of Terrace is .  
Alderman Ruth Hallock, 
who joins re-elected irec- 
tor Jack Talstra in 
representing Terrace on 
the regional board. 
Joanne Monaghan and 
Bey Rodrigo are the new 
directors for the District 
of Kitimat, replacing 
former directors Michael 
Corbeil and Detlef Beck. 
In addition to her duties as 
Les Watmough, direc- 
tor for Electoral Area E, 
was re-elected to serve as 
board chairman for 1987. 
Representation for other 
areas of• the regional 
district• in the coming year 
will remain thesame as 
1986: Electoral Area A 
•(Nass Valley), Percy Tait; 
Electoral Area B (Hazel- 
ton-Kispiox), Sheila Ryan; 
Electoral Area C (Greater 
Terrace-Kitimat rural), 
Gordon Robinson; Elec- 
torai Area D (Telegraph 
Creek4skut), Joe Mur- 
phy; District of New 
Hazelton, Pete Weeber; 
Village of Hazelton,-Alice 
• Maitland; and District of 
a director, Monaghan was Stewart, Andy Burton. 
_ ~.. ,.'district ~ RAISE APPROVED of the reg~ona~ , " . . . .  
-board ~ .~ : .... .. ...... At the Dec.il3 meeting, 
, ,.,. ......... -~." ,.., ~,~. : : ,~  :',~;~ ' , ; i~s ,~" : : . - , ,~ ' -  . '~  " : ' :"  ,i '~. ' :~' '~ ." ,;.* , ~" " ~ ' "  "~:" "  • ~' 
directors gave th i rd  
reading to a bylaw that 
wil l  i nc rease  the 
remuneration of directors 
by approximately five per- 
cent for 1987, The board 
chairman will now be paid 
$400 monthly, with reduc- 
tions ranging from $160 to 
$110 for being absent 
from committee meetings 
and month ly  board  
meetings. Directors will be 
paid $290 per month with 
similar deductions for 
missed meetings. Travel 
allowances and per diem 
expenses for attending 
authorized functions were 
also increased, and the 
bylaw included a schedule 
of operational allowances 
• for the routine oblig~/tioiis 
- cont inued on ptlle 24 
Welding instruction 
A Gas Tungsten Arc Welding Technology course was recently 
conducted at Northwest Community College in Terrace. Ron 
Kuzyk prepares' pipes prior to welding the two pieces 
together. Kuzyk sands the pipes with a disk sander. See story 
page 20 and 21. Danlele Berqulst photo 
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Date HI . LO  Prec. 
Dec. 8 - 0 --3 ni l  
Dec. 9 -2  -5  nil 
Dec. 10 -4  -7  nil 
Dec. 11 -4  -6  .2 cm 
Dec. 12 -2  -4  .2 cm 
Dec. 13 0 -3  trace 
Dec. 14 1 -1  nil 
Forecast: Generally 
cloudy, some snow flur- 
ries, continuing mild. 
Afternoon highs around 
1, overnight lows - 3. 
i " i '  ~ i .... 
~.~ ............. ~ ' : ' i  
Christmas campaign begins 
Radio TK In Terrace, Kltimat and Prince Rupert have already started their annual collection 
drive for toys to be given out by the Salvation Army. Toys In Kltlmat will be distributed by Com- 
munity Services. Radio TK will be accepting donations until Friday, Dec. 19 said Ron Langrldge, 
radio 8nnounoer for CFTK, Oanlole 8erqulet photo 
The purchase last week 
of Canadian Pacific Air 
Lines by PWA has 
resulted in •speculation 
that service to Terrace 
may be cut back and 
tariffs increased due to 
reduced competition be- 
tween the two carriers, the 
o~y airlines with s,ched- 
uled servic(fr0m: Terrace 
to Vancouver .  Ruth 
Montgomery, a public 
relations spokesman at 
PWA corporate head- 
quarters in Calgary; told 
the Terrace Review in  a 
telephone interview that 
for the time being the two 
airlines will continue to be 
operated as separate com- 
panies. Montgomery said 
there will be some con- 
solidation in the future, 
but she added that service 
schedules will be set up ac- 
cording to passenger t af- 
fic demand. She said there 
is no immediate change 
anticipated in tariffs. 
Both airlines have com- 
plete management teams 
in Terrace, and there are 
no immediate plans to 
combine the two staffs or 
lay off personnel. "We've 
formed a very strong 
airline, and we're thinking 
in terms of expansion 
rather than reduction," 
Montgomery said. 
PWA announced its 
takeover of Canadian 
Pacific Air Lines (CPAL), 
a company that in terms 
of equipment is three 
times larger than PWA, 
for a purchase price of 
$300 million last week. 
Although the price is far 
less than the actual value 
of CPAL's assets, the pur- 
chase included inheritance 
of corporate debts total- 
ling $700 million, pushing 
the price tag up to around 
$1 billion. PWA was able 
to buy out the larger 
airline with capital raised 
by selling aircraft and then 
leasing them back. Mont- 
gomery said the CPAL 
debt load will be ad- 
continued on Pale 24 
t 
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Terrace.joins lobby 
to .i ft n g-ht, '. 
! " " . f l y i  ng. rest nCtion.s .. 
_ .  j : : - .  -" . " . .  :.~.. ~- ~:, 
I 'ERRACE-- Terrace has :Rotor and:Wing tnterna- 
united with.Prince'Rupert :tional magazine..Statistics 
.and other ~:tmrthern corn- in. the study show that-~in 
munities in calling on thi~ the United States-the acci- 
federal, .go~.~r.nment-~ to:: -~:dent: • rate: for .Emergency 
allow single engine Medical Services heli- 
hehc~pters to perform copters is nearly double 
emergency flights at night, the average~ for the com- 
M0~nbers of Terrace-= mercial" heiicopter=-~ in- • ning.and large:~/nv~me, nl 
coundil's Social Planning'-. dustry;~ :iad~'erse-"W6~/thei" ' in te/:hn~ology;: Edmontc 
and !!Cultural Services ..... find iii.ght-flying; "~the' and" Thuoder ~ Bay" be1 
Cominittee ..-mete -=rec, nfly -:.repOrt :s~ates,.-..a~ou.nt.-.fo.t- -:hav.e ~.~FR::. (Instrum..e ~ 
with! John i He'avo~ne..r, ~ 80 ~p~rCent--.of:: tl/e : ac;- ~: Flight :'. Rules) equ.ippe 
manager of the provincial " cidehts. "These :'daux/ting ::twin-engine:Sikorsk~; S-; 
ambulance service, to 
discuss the agency's view 
toward night medivacs. 
The committee r port con- 
61udes that the Emergency 
Health Service perceives 
no danger in the flights to 
their ambulance crews. 
Terrace council en -  
dorsed the committee's 
recommendat ionthat  
"the City of Terrace lobby 
the federal Ministry of 
Transport to take the 
necessary action to allow 
emergency evacuation ser- 
vices after dark by single- 
engine helicopters" at the 
regular council meeting 
Dec. 8.  
Local government 
bodies throughout the 
Northwest have ratified 
similar resolutions over 
the past year, but one 
group that appears to have 
been left out of the con- 
sultation process is the 
people who fly the 
helicopters- and at least 
one veteran pilot says the 
existing regulations are in 
place for good reasons• 
and shouldn' t  be 
tampered with unless 
other changes are made. 
RISKY BUSINESS 
Dave Newman is the 
Terrace base manager for 
Okanagan Helicopters, 
and he has been flying the 
Northwest skies for more 
than 16 years. When asked 
about flying at night in 
this area, he replied, "The 
'risks are higher than the 
values. This is rugged, un- 
populated country. If you 
themselves flying into con 
ditions for. which:.they: ar
totally unprepared . . .  
There ~are places . i  
Canada,, .iNewman ...saig 
where safety in night fl] 
ing has been made poss 
ble through careful pla[ 
figures.come from.an area helicopters; 
wRh, ioverall,: ]'a/:more . . . . . .  
favorable .'flying -condi- 
tions than the Northwest. 
"I wish I could give you 
a clear idea of what it's 
like to be flying when you 
lose all visual references," 
Newmanl Said. The result 
is often spatial disorienta- 
tion, a condition in which 
the pilot is unable to deter- 
mine the attitude of the 
aircraft, flight direction, 
altitude.., a loss of the 
sensory information eed- 
ed for flying. In  these 
situations, contrary to the 
mythology of "flying by 
theseat of your pants", 
the only reliable informa- 
tion comes from flight in- 
struments, and these are 
only useful with signals 
from ground-based radio 
navigation : aids. Newman 
also expressed concern for 
inexperienced pilots 
without instrument ratings 
who could, if the regula- 
tions are amended, find 
he l ipor ts ,  in Dr. L0n'l Almas,-Terrace family practitioner, is one of the supporting physicians for the recent 
the :areas: have • night-. - breast pump.drive~ Lodal physicians have made'.some generous contributions toward the $2,200 
l ight ing :.and radio-: .goat: Donations may be'made-to:the Bank,of Nova Scotia in the Electric Breast Pump.Fund. 
navigation beacons, Phlllpauseelmanphoto,~. 
l 
! 
obstructions such as radio 
and hydro towersare 
inade visible with marker 
fights.. There are no such 
provisions: in the North- 
west. "This area -is not 
prepared for night opera: 
tions," Newman con-. 
eluded. 
, The bottom line for 
pilots in any  cir, 
cumstances i safety. "We 
need to put some profes- 
sionalism in this; if we're 
going to do it, let's do it 
r ight, and sa fe ly , "  
Newman advised. 
INSURANCE 
COSTS RISE 
A reliable indicator of 
risk is the price laid on 
protection by the industry 
that lives on risk assess- 
ment --  the insurance 
companies. In  the Rotor 
Wing International study, 
insurance figures indicate 
that claims from the 
Emergency Medical Ser- 
vices helicopter companies 
total six times more than 
premiums charged. A 
representative of 
Associated Aviation 
Underwriters i quoted as 
saying, "It's not a ques- 
tion of how much 
Emergency Medical Ser- 
vices operations have to 
pay for insurance. It's a 
question of whether we 
can continue to provide 
it." 
"The Air Regulations 
TERRACEVIEW 
LODGE 
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Envelopes will be provided In all 
locations. = .¢  
Official Income Tax 
• 
We've got our priorities traight I 
we're In the Christmas plrltl 
Everyone talks about he real 
meaning of Christmas and every year 
we make a resolution to makeNEXT • 
Christmas less commercial. 
The Terraeavlew Lodge Christmas Stocking Fund Is 
a perfect opportunity to pull the ¢0mmunlt't 
together and fill one giant stocking 1or the prancers 
of this ¢ornmunlty. 
WE'RE EXCffED II And we know that what we believe 
about this community Is true - we're committed, pro- 
gresslve, caring end we love to have fun doing 
• aomethlng together so - here's the plan: 
starting 1. Each week (cut off 12:00 noon Fridays) 
October, 29, 1986 donations are gratefully ac-; 
cepted at Terracevlew Lodge; Ev's Men's Wearj 
and Northern Drugs Pharmacy. Gamma , ~ B e d  [ & Bathroom Boutique and Royal Canadian Legion. 
The names of those contributing and the a m o u n t ~  
(l:.aople may wish to remain anonymous) will be~a:~l~ ; "  
published In the Terrace Review u n t L ~  
For more December 24, 1986. It's our way o f~[W - 
saying thank youl Watch the cou Information call: 
go upl ~ ~ G e n l e n e  at 
Terracevlew Lodge 
1 
, , . . , .o, no hornnat,ve J '3'0223 
go down, your chances of wl, be broadcasting in Terrace will and Ai r  Navigat ion ! Receipts 
survival are next to nil." enjoy a Christmas holiday Orders have been es- ~ts  
The trouble with flying before resuming classes li had for  cod ~ ~ '~  tab s g ..., 
again. Recently represen- _ . . . . . .  ,, ~ . . . . . . . . .  ;,4 ~ ~ / l~-~ 
at night is darkness; fixed- tatives from this year's class ~'~u' : ' , ,a ; ; ; ; ' ; l~;  ln 'a  ~ Jg ~ . ~  
wing airplanes can sail recorded Christmas Greet- -, ,~ ,~.v~, . . 7 . .  ~ '- 
throUgh the night skies at lags, In their native languages protess~on alreaay ~oaaea ~ 
high altitudes, but only for CFJW Radio. '; with hazards, any further ,~  i , ' l~a., . .61a.~ &a I~aaa~ka.  4 ~ 4 aO~ . 
Phi Muaeeman hoto B J Io Ina i l IO I IO  ll, lkO I ,OUtoUI I I IOUI  I L I I  /¢Fgg  with the aid of radio P P risk is unacceptable, i~  : .  
navigation equipment on ~ ~ - " -: ' .  
established airways well ~ Please accept our sincere thanks to all those who so 
abOVeand venC°llisi°nthese flightshazardS'can !~i of Terrace : ~  ~ ~ generously donated to our Christmas Stocking• Fund. 
only be made from one ~i presents ~ l~i ~[ :  Anonymous : i $72.48 
instrument-flight equip- '~t~ ~- " • • - : . 
ped.atr facility to another, !~i GOOD NEIGHBOUR _ ~ ~ Bruno Belanger : : : :  20 00 
For a helicopter pilot fly- ~ ~' -~~z '~ ~ ~ ~ !~i i~] CanadaEmploymentCentre 25.00 
mg at low altitude to a • Emerson Optical : : ~ :~ " i : 25,00 small heliport at a bush 
camp, the situation is en- ~ Il l l l) Ill Ill\ lll \ l l  I l l \Ill I |!  ¢ Jack  Hoekst raLandscap lng  :: : ~25.00 
tzrely another matter. $ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , ~ ~  ~'~'  !~i f f  : ;:::!i : 167.48 : 
Adequate visibility is an !~i TOTAL PRIZE MONEY OVER $4,000 ~i ~ : : T O1~ 
absolute necessity, and a. M IN IMUM GAME $100 a .  ~ Our Grand Total is now $1,447.18 and G.R-O-W-I-N-G. l~ 
Newman says there are ~ f e w  nights in the North- ~ ; ~ Theroareon ly7  days left until Christmas. 
west suitable for safe fly- ~i  15 GAMES & 5 EXTRA GAMES !~i [~  An official Income tax receipt will be Issued. Please help ~[ ing. 
As an indication of  the _L Doors eden: 5:45 PM * Early-bird game: 7:t5 PM ~- ~ make "Christmas 1986" a Special one for all of our I M 
;~P Regular games 7 45 PM "f" results of relaxed regula'- _,. _ . : : a. ~ Residents at Terracevlew Lodge. Y/£ 
tions, Newman points tO a ~i Saturnly, December 27, lint8 ~ ~ , ~  ~]~ 
study that appeared in the ~ ~ j ~ j ~ j l D ~ ~ ~ , , t ~ ~ , ~ I ~ ~ ~  ~ 
December 1986 issue of 
\ 
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TERRACE - -  At a series 
of membership meetings 
last week • the Terrace 
District Teachers' As- 
sociation (TDTA) voted to 
accept• a salary and benefit 
offer from the board of 
School  Distr ict  88. 
Negotiations between the 
two parties will continue, 
however, in attempts to 
resolve other outstanding 
issues. 
The major disagreement 
between the board and the 
teachers from the beg[nn-  
- . .  " ~ . -  " Terrace Rev /cw " WednesdaY  , December 17, 1986 
.... 'N:egoti .at ions not over 
Eades concludes by, say, 
• - i ng ,  PWe look f6 rw~d to 
meeting with you at the 
earliest .opportunity to 
,negofiate:a successful con- 
,~ ' clusion to the class size 
issue." 
Due to the recent elec- 
tion school board commit- 
tees, including the salary 
and. negotiations commit- 
tee, have • not yet been 
established, .and no date, 
has been set for the neat 
round of  talks with 
the TDTA.. 
• ,•  ", 
for board and teachers 
ing of talks has been im- 
plementation of controls 
over the size of classes. 
Although both the teach- 
ers and trustees are in ap- 
parent ~ agreement that 
limits must be set, none o f  
the proposals put forward 
to date have been accep-. 
table to both sides. 
In a letter notifying the 
board of the TDTA's ap- 
proval of the salary Offer, 
TDTA president John 
Eades identifies five areas 
of Concern~related to the 
class size issue: enhanced 
educational opportunity 
for children, protection 
against oversized classes, 
stability of educational 
staffing standards, ad- 
ministrative flexibility, 
and professional respon- 
i - 
sibilities and .rights of 
teachers. Eades states, 
"We are now prepared to 
presenta significant con- 
crete proposal which we 
feel addresses fairly and 
adequately the central 
concerns to both parties." 
FREIGHTLINER AND MERCEDES-BENZ 
~OI~CE THE OPENING OF THEIR NEWEST 
FIJLL-SER CE TRU 2K DEALERSHIP. 
B rrowN M.B. RUCI , 
B  rowN Dms  SAILS Ia . 
....... 5408 HIGHWAY16WEST, TERRACE, ~. ( 
B R I T I S H  COLUMBIAV8G 4V1.635-4938 
ONE MoI~-FoR~,Ro~. diesd-truc ~ dealer- and product hat 
: If you're loo~g ship jo~g.an  ~. are l~allmarks of  
for knowledgeable expanding-list of Freighfliner and/  
tmckprofesslonals, deNersth?oughout Mercedes-Benz "
complete service North America. . worldwide. " 
facilfties and an ex- Our Canadian If you demand 
cdlent parts, source, dealers are backed efficiency and top 
look no more. bytwo major part.s' perform .ance from 
We're proudto . depots, an extenswe your eqmpment 
announce our - network of tech- and yoursuppliers, 
newest Freightliner/ nical support plus come .and see us: .. 
Mercedes-Benz the kind of quality we deliver. 
TRUCKS 
7 .  
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Commentary 
Those heathen times 
TERRACE - -  Some religious cults do not allow their 
members to have blood transfusions because of 
references made in Acts 15:20. 
Since the Book of Acts is written by the apostle and 
physician St. Luke, for the Christian Church, it is best 
that a Christian apply some common sense to this abuse 
and answer these ridiculous references. 
The actual verse reads: "But that we write unto them, 
that they abstain from pollutions of idols, and from for- 
nication, and from things strangled, and from blood." 
The term "blood" has several references in its Greek 
origin, including the "blood of Christ shed on the 
cross," according to Strong's. It also refers to the 
unfermented and the fermented juice of the grape. And 
it refers to the blood sacrifices offered up to the gods of 
devil worship in those heathen times. 
All good Christians know that Luke was not referring 
to either the "blood of Christ" or the juice of the grape. 
In the context of the verse, as the reader will easily note, 
he was referring to the blood (both human and animal) 
sacrifices date back to the promise of the woman's eed 
in Genesis that was fulfilled on that first Christmas by 
the Virgin Mary. These sacrifices actually showed con- 
tempt for God's plan that God the Son would be born 
of a virgin and through her would come the Redemp- 
tion of those who would accept her son. 
Naturally, Luke did not want Christians getting in- 
volved in such hocus-pocus. The Book of Galaditians 
deals with those blood sacrifices made in the Jewish 
temple. 
The world can thank Christianity for abolishing such 
heathen practices. Suffice to say that a blood transfu- 
sion is not a blood sacrifice. Considering the wide 
spread epidemic of AIDS, however I might paraphrase 
Luke and "write unto you, that you abstain from pollu- 
tions of the blood, and from fornications, and from the 
things that spoil the wineskins there of:' 
In other words, don't mess around with the fruits of 
this promiscuous society. 
Brian Gregg 
Terrace, B.C. 
• Letters to the editor will be 
considered for publication 
only when signed. Please 
inc lude  your phone 
number,  Tl~e editor 
reserves the right to 
condense and edit letters. 
Opinions expressed are 
not necessarily those of 
the Terrace Review. 
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Merry 
Christmas 
To the editor, .~ 
The Canadian Red 
Cross "Terrace Creation 
Branch" of the Red Cross 
would like to thank sin- 
cerelyall persons who sup- 
ported our Christmas ale 
in the Skeena Mall on 
Dec. 6. 
Our congratulations to 
Mrs. B. Hammerstrom 
who was the winner of a 
hand made quilt in the raf- 
fle. 
Merry Christmas! 
Sheri Onstein 
Terrace, B.C. 
Are Computers a Thrift? 
In recent years, there has been 
much speculation that computer 
technology, which has revolu- 
tionized the way government col- 
lects and processes information, 
could lead to changes in the poli. 
cies established by America's 
founding fathers. 
One such concern is the tech- 
nology's effect on the balance of 
power among the executive, legis- 
lative, and judicial branches of 
government. 
But, according to two Univer- 
sity of California, Irvine r~earch- 
ers, the technology actually poses 
little threat o democracy asout- 
lined by the Constitution. 
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The bitter woodworkers strike is over and British Col- 
umbians can breathe a collective sigh of relief - -  for 
now. 
Unfortunately, the main issue, contracting out, was 
not resolved. The strike didn't end because the two par- 
ties agreed on the major bone of contention. It ended 
because both sides had run out of steam -- for now. 
Chances are more than good that the hostilities will be 
resumed 18 months from now. And when that happens, 
the government will, once again, be faced with thc unen- 
viable task of stepping in. 
This time around, the two parties narrowly avoided 
government intervention. 
Premier Vander Zalm was poised to recall the 
legislature the week after the industry and the Interna- 
tional Woodworkers Union (IWA) reached their uneasy 
truce. A day before the two parties decided to end the 
strike, the premier said this was their last chance. 
Under extreme conomic pressure, tired and broke, 
the two parties agreed on a compromise thatis bound to 
fail. A Royal Commission is to look into the issue of 
contracting out and make a non-binding recommenda- 
tion with 18 months. 
The track record of Royal Commissions i  not very 
good. Few of them have ever achieved anything, and 
there's no reason to believe that this one will be dif- 
ferent. 
In the end, the government will have to do what it 
should have this time. It will have to intervene in the 
dispute and dictate a settlement to the two parties. 
Letting the striking" woodworkers and intractable 
companies tew in their own juice for five months was 
one thing. Endangering whatever economic recovery 
may be in store for British Columbia was quite another. 
The cost of this strike to the economy was high - -  an 
estimated $2 billion, half a billion of which is at- 
tributable to lost wages. 
"They want collective bargaining, they got it," the 
premier said at one point. A commendable position, as 
long as the two parties were the only ones hurting. This 
strike hurt us all badly. 
British Columbia's forest industry is in dire straits as 
it is. Whether the U.S. continues to impose its tariff on 
our lumber or whether we do it ourselves by raising 
stumpage fees, painful adjustments will be necessary. 
The last thing we needed was a prolonged strike in the 
forest sector. 
I strongly believe that as long as there's a chance of a 
settlement in a labor dispute, government should stay 
out of ;[, But it sl~o-uld h-aVe become clear to the govern- 
ment ;nonths ago that there was no common meeting 
.~  , . .  
+ 
• . • • . . ,  
ground for the two sides in this battle. 
For the unions, the issue of contracting out is a matter 
of survival. That's why the other unions have rallied 
around the IWA. The companies view the issue just as 
seriously, claiming that their future health depends on 
whether or not they are allowed to contract work out to 
non-union companies. 
If the strike had been simply over wages, it would 
have been settled long ago. This strike was different, 
Both sides had been determined all along to go to the 
wall. If ever there was an example of a Mexican stand- 
off, this was it. 
The Hodgson Report didn't achieve anything. The 
IWA rejected the recommendations out of hand, and 
it's not difficult to understand why. 
Stu Hodgson, Peter Pearse and Mary Saunders, who 
made up the three-member inquiry commission, side- 
stepped the issue of contracting out, but left no doubt 
that their sympathies were with the companies' need to 
become more profitable by reducing labor costs. 
What must have rankled the striking woodworkers 
even more was the fact that Hodgson, chairman of the 
B.C. Ferry Corporation, was at one time a member of 
the IWA executive. 
To the IWA, the Hodgson report smelled like a 
sellout. That's why the union's 20,000 rank-and-file 
members rejected the report by a 90 percent vote and 
better in most locals. 
Nothing has struck closer to the heart of trade unions 
in the past decade than their shrinking memberships at
the hands of technologcal change. 
The IWA alone has lost an estimated 5,000 jobs to 
improved technology. It doesn't take a degree in 
psychology to understand why that union is digging in 
its heels over further job losses. 
A few weeks ago, the premier said there has got to be 
a better way to settle labor disputes than by striking. It 
seems that, so far, the solution has eluded him. A Royal 
Commission certainly isn't it. 
Trial date set 
TERRACE - -  Five local 
residents arrested in an 
RCMP undercover drug 
operation will go to trial in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
June 9, 1987. Daniel 
Belanger, Kenneth Be- 
langer, Reno Belanger, 
Bruno Belanger and Dar- 
ren Munson are all charg- 
ed with one count of 
violating section 4(1) of 
the Narcotics Control Act, 
trafficking in narcotics; as 
result of the violation each 
is also charged with an of- 
fense under section 
423(1)d. of the Criminal 
Code, conspiracy to com- 
mit an indictable offense. 
Darren Munson will be 
tried on a second count of 
the same offenses, and 
Kenneth Belanger is also 
charged with possession of 
a narcotic for the purpose 
of trafficking. 
A spokesperson for the 
court registry indicated 
that three weeks have been 
set aside for the trial, and 
a ban has been imposed on 
the publ icat ion of 
evidence. 
. o  
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The Terrace Review asked: 
What does Christmas mean to you? 
Gord Sluggett 
Spending time with 
family, and friends dur- 
ing the holiday season. 
This is especially true 
for the family as we are 
separated by long dis- 
tances. It's the one time 
in the year we can get 
together. Watching our 
children's faces and 
seeing their excitement 
grow. 
i 
Joan Roszmann 
A time to remember 
and celebrate the birth 
of Christ. A family time 
- -  to be together, to 
share traditions. 
Ted Hamer 
Christmas is a time 
that"you spend with 
your family. I think that 
the kids get the most 
out of Chr istmas,  
through the idea of San- 
ta Claus. 
I I I I I I 
John Kemp 
Quality time spent 
with families. It means 
getting Job's Daughters 
out to put on the Santa 
Shop where pictures are 
taken of youngsters 
with Santa and gift 
wrapping takes place. 
Dave ,Moore 
It means I have to go 
out and spend money I 
don't have for people 
who won't like the pre- 
sents I get for  them 
anyways, but it is a 
good excuse to cele- 
brate. 
Getting together with 
family, and visiting with 
good friends; 
I )ave  Newman 
Christmas is a spe- 
cial celebration that 
gathers all of us to- 
gether to have good 
times because God in 
love sent Christ to bring 
us to.Him. 
Christmas 
enter ta inment  
is planned 
TERRACE -- Terrace- 
view Lodge has planned a
number of activities for its 
residents during the festive 
season, said activity direc- 
tor, Diane MacCormac. 
Already this month the 
Brownies have decorated a 
six-foot Christmas tree, 
much to the delight of the 
residents. The Centennial 
Christian school came to 
sing Christmas ongs. The 
Brownies were also invited 
to celebrate December 
b i r thdays with the 
by the Salvation Army the 
next day. The Bea~ers, 
Zion Baptist Church and 
the Terrace RCMP will 
also be carolling. 
The Air Cadets are 
planning atour of Terrace 
for the residents o see the 
Christmas lights and 
decorations in the com- 
munity. The residents will 
then be taken to the 
Cadets' Hall for refresh- 
ments, said MacCormac. 
Ida Mohler will be an- 
residents on Saturday, tertaining at Terraceview 
Dec. 13. Lodge Dec. 23 and 26. She 
Starting Dec. 17, E.T. plays the guitar. 
Kenney Primary School To all from Terraceview 
will come to Terraceview Lodge, a Merry Christ- 
,, ,, ,, _ Lodge to carol, followed mas." 
Skeens Valley Snowmobile Assoc. President Rick DeJong 
(right) Is presented a cheque in the amount of $200, along with 
a Christmas Wish Bag of Gifts to Captain John Harker from the 
Salvation Army. This was to aid Harker in his efforts to bring 
cheer to the needy in Terrace. non Nle~ner photo 
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Wish Bag 
• o f  Gifts 
to bring 
cheer  to 
the needy 
TERRACE - -  The Skeena 
Valley Snowmobile Asso- 
ciation (SVSA) general 
meeting was held Tues- 
day, Dec. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Sandman Inn. 
In attendance was Cap- 
tain John Harker from the 
Salvation A.rmy. SVSA 
President Richard DeJong 
presented Captain Harker 
with a cheque in the 
amount of $200.00 and a 
Christmas Wish Bag of 
Gifts to aid him in his ef- 
forts to bring cheer to the 
needy. 
This is a combined 
gesture of goodwill from 
the members 'of the 
Skeena: Valley Snow- 
mobile Association. 
We wish all a Merry 
Christmas and a Happy 
New Year. 
I A FUTURE FOR 
J EVERY CHILD... 
[ A Christmas wish ] IT'S IN THE CARDS 
One of Terrace's elderly 
snowmobilers, Harley Hustad J BUYU NjCEFcARDS.~ " 
requests from.Santa Claus a 
new snowmobile at the annual 
Christmas Party. " 
non Nleenqr photo 
JOCELYNE 
formerly from the 
House of Shannon 
i: 
Would like to advise 
her clientele that 
she has moved to: 
/ ' :  !•i~? 1
,.H. 
. .,/ 
Rhonda's Hair Designs 
4624 Greig Ave., Teri-ace : ~: 
638-8787 
I I I I I I 
NOTICE TO KITIMAT & TERRACE RESIDENTS 
CONCERNING CHRISTMAS TREE CUTTING 
Skeena Sawmills wishes to advise residents of Kitimat and 
Terrace that gates will be locked on the Wedeene logging road 
(west side of the Kitimat Valley) each Friday afternoon and kept 
locked throughout the weekend before Christmas. 
Intensive forestry projects have been carded out on Kitimat Tree 
Farm plantations since 1982. These plantations, which con- 
stitute the future wood supply of this area, are vulnerable to in- 
discriminate cutting. 
Please support those local service clubs which sell trees and 
keep the Kitimat Valley "green". 
Have a.Happy and Safe Holiday Season. 
SKEENA SAWMILLS 
A DIVISION OF 
EUROCAN PULP AND 
PAPER CO. 
I 
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High school athletes 
shine in basketball 
tournament  ac t ion  
Prince Rupert and award, over Hundred Mile House 
Kitimat teams held their Prince Rupert Rain- and 47-18 over Smithers. 
own in initial high school birds won the Burns Lake Prince Rupert Rain- 
basketball tournaments of senior girls tournament on makers took sixth place at 
the season, the same weekend. They the 16-team Victoria 
Kitimat Rebels placed defeated Kitimat Orcas Police tournament. Rain- 
third in the senior boys 59-51 in the championship makers started by beating 
tournament at Vander- game. Langley's D.W. Poppy 
hoof on the Dec. 6 Kitimat picked up four 67-61. Then they lost 
weekend. They started individual awards. Issy 89-57 to Oak Bay Bays. 
with a 56-53 win over Maranchuck was the tour- ,In their third game, 
Quesnel secondary, then nament's most valuable Rainmakers outscored 
lost 65-63 to Yanderhoof. player. Karen Lance was a 9th-ranked Salmon Arm 
In their last game, the first all-star while Janet 67-75. It was another close 
Rebels beat Duchess Park Gibson was a second all- one in their final matchup. 
of Prince George 91-74. star. Ann Nijjer was an They knocked off Park- 
Kitimat's Joe Almeida honorable mention all- lands67-64. 
was named the most valu- star. Mount Douglas won the 
able player.  Shawn Orcas posted two wins tournament, beating Oak 
O'Brien got an all-star to gain the final - -  56-30 BaY 49-46 in the final. 
Sk~na Junior High School has a Boys' 'B' Team in action across the northwest zone this 
season. Although they failed to win a game in their Grey Cup weekend series against Prince 
Rupert teams, they did show some potential. 
• % J 
% . . . . . . . . . .  
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The Skeena Junior Boys' High School basketball team known as the Tslmpseans, did not fare 
well In their Initial games of the season on Grey Cup weekend. However, as the season pro- 
gresses, coach Bob Rafter expects to see them In top form. 
Thornhill Junior Boys' basketball team is called the Tritons. They saw their first tournament, ac- 
tion on the Dec. 13 weekend in Houston. 
: i  
TERRACE MEN'S RECREATIONAL HOCKEY ~'~ 
Dec. 9 PDQ Wranglers 8 Inn of the West 3 ' 
Dec. 11 CNR 7 Thornhiil Okies 5 
TERRACE MEN'S RECREATIONAL LEAGUE 
HOCKEY SCHEDULE 
Tues. 10:30 PM Thurs. 10:30 PM Sun. 5:45 PM 
Dec. 18 Augies/CNR 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Dec. 7 Inn of the West 9 SKB Wreckers 6 
Dec. 11 inn of the West 9 Skeena Hotel 5 
TERRACE COMMERCIAL HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Standings as of Dec. 12 
Team wen lost tied for ag pts 
Inn of TheWest tO 0 0 80 44 20 
Skeena Hotel 3 7 0 59 73 B 
S.K.B. Wreckers 2 8 0 54 76 4 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY HOUSE LEAGUE 
Dec. 6 -- Novice Division 
Legion 7 Firefighters 2
Dec. 5 -- Peewee Division 
Thornhill 8 Williams 2 
Finning 4 Thornhill 3 
Rotary 4 Finning 1 
Rotary 4 Thornhill 3 
Dec. 8 - Bantam Division 
Skeena Cellulose 5 Northern Motor Inn 0 
Dec. 2 - Bantam Division 
No score phoned in for Ironworks vs 
Tilden 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY SCHEDULE 
Dec. 21 Finning/Rotary 
ThornhillANilliams 
TERRACE MEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE 
Dec. 9 Ev's Clippers 90 Kluss & Sons 87 
All Seasons 94 Skeena Hotel 42 
Dec. 11 Ev's Clippers 76 All Seasons 74 
Kluss & Sons 76 Skeena Hotel 71 
TERRACE MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
Dec. 18 All Seasons/Skeena Hotel 
INTER-CITY MINOR, HOCKEY LEAGUE SCORES 
Dec. 5 Kitimat Peewees 15 
Prince Rupert Peewees 1 
Kitimat Atoms 4 Prince Rupert Atoms 2 
Prince Rupert Bantams 
7 Kitimat Bantams 3 
Dec. 6 Kitimat Peewees 10 
Prince Rupert Peewees 1 
Kitimat Atoms 6 Prince Rupert Atoms 4 
Prince Rupert Bantams 8 
Kitlmat Bantams 6 
MINOR HOCKEY INTER-CITY LEAGUE 
Standings as of Dec. 11 
Team won lost tied for ag pts 
Atoms 
Kitimat 8 
Terrace 3 
Prince Rupert 0 
Peewees 
Terrace 9 
Kitimat 5 
Prince Rupert 0 
Bantams 
Kitimat 7 
Prince Rupert 7 
Terrace 1 
Midgets 
Terrace 
Prince Rupert 
2 0 97 44 16 
2 1 48 71 7 
5 1 13 43 1 
1 O 95 30 18 
3 0 64 45 10 
1,0 O 22 106 0 
6 1 85 76 15 
1 O 67 37 14 
8 1 32 71 3 
3 . 0 1 31 17 
0 3 1 17 31 
MINOR HOCKEY INTER-CITY SCHEDULE 
Dec. 19 Prince Rupert Midgets at Terrace 
MINOR HOCKEY EXHIBITION GAMES 
Dec. 5 
Dec. 6 
Terrace Inland Kenworth Bantams 10 
Terrace Bantam 'B'2 
Smither Midgets 6 Totem Ford Midgets 5 
Skeena Cellulose Peewees 7 
Terrace Bantam 'B' 5 
Kltimat Blackhawks 18 
Totem Ford Midgets 2 
TERRACE MEN'S BASKETBALL LEAGUE 
Standings as of Dec. 12 
Team won lost pts 
All Seasons 15 2 30 
Ev's Clippers 12 5 24 
Kluss & Sons 5 12 10 
Skeena Hotel 2 15 4 
TERRACE MINI BASKETBALL LEAGUE 
qh le t  r l 'nwn fn r  hn l idav~.  
t 
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Ladies. compete 
at curling i 
Rinks skipped by Paulette Patterson and Barb 
Opheim took the two Terrace Club berths for the up- 
coming zone six ladies curling playdowns. 
In a four-team round-robin series, Patterson started 
with an 11-4 win over Judy Degerness while Opheim 
beat Heather Austin 13-5. In the second round it was 
Opheim over Patterson 12-4 and Austin ~ver Degerness 
12-10. 
The last two matches aw Patterson take Austin 2-1• 
and Opheim beat Degerness 4-2. 
Patterson and Opheim will be host rinks for the 
zone finals at Terrace on.the Jan. 10 weekend. 
• , , , . . , ,  • • , , • • 
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1.800.663-7671 Northwest Star 635-7840 
Tllornhlll Junior High School Boys' Grade 8 Basketball Team saw action for the first time this season during a three-team series 
at Caledonia High School. 
Golf plan cancelled 
TERRACE - -  Last sum- 
mer, Terrace businessman 
Carlo Stella toyed with the 
idea of constructing a 
dr iv ing range and 
miniature golf course on 
property he owns at the 
corner of Halliwell and 
North Thomas. Now, 
after reviewing the situa- 
tion, Stella has mothball- 
Driving range 
ed the plans. 
Stella had submitted an 
application to Terrace 
council, to have two 
parcels of his land rezoned 
for these recreational 
facilities. The request was 
for a change from rual to 
tourist-commercial. 
Stella's change in posi- 
tion is simple -- it would 
be too much trouble for 
him to run his shoe repair 
store at the Skeena Mall 
and the golf facilities on 
the bench on a daily basis. 
However, the idea is not 
dead and buried. Stella 
says he might change his 
mind at some future date. 
F . 
An "eggceptlonal" paper 
635-7840 
Northwest Star 
L =am= m m =lw ial, m 
WORD POWER 
abscond: to leave secretly in 
or depart suddenly. 
EYEWEAR 
EXCITEMENT 
FROM 
4: r2r3"c2eL ~]k.~ s e 6;P;~;~ 
P U R C H A S E  ........ "... " 
~i~i : . :  '.... 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: • ~:::::.:,..,... ~ .." ~;:::::;.:....,., .~,~-4:,,e. 
P L A N  : '  
"~-C I~-T - -~ SMART ALTERNATIVE  '"~ .................. ~ ": ......... - -~~~:  
. . . .  ,:i:i::::::;:;.....:i:::~..'~.~..':,.::':i:~'":~...:::. : ":" .:.." ':' .~..~ 
:~ . .~;~: : : : . . '  ::; .............. : ..... , ~ ~  
1:You may select your new car or truck from our inventory %~,~.~::ii~,~.. 
or factory order exactly what you want. 
2: We will accept your trade-in as down payment on your lease. 
3: Low monthly payment frees your cash and credit. 
"4: After the term of the lease has expired, you have two options: 
,,- Keep the vehicle and pay the residual value. 
Bring it back and drive a new vehicle. 
The examples shown Indicate a 48-month lease payment with $2,000 cash or 
trade-in equipment. If your trade is worth more, pocket the difference. 
Monthly payment will vary with model selected. 
I 
1987 ESCORT "'FS" 
- 3,': 
- :  . . - 
- .  . . :  J .  
mERr 'U ,RY  
l_qR7 TRACER "L" 
FROM s199 per month 
or s145 per month . . . .  
with $2,000 trade or cash I @  
FORD LEASING ® Purchas e option *3',100 plus tax (~~"~~ Today, easy way to drive ~"" '1  [ 
TERRACE 
4631 KEITH AVENUE,  TERRACE,  B.C. 635-4984 
CALL  TOLL  FREE - -  1 -800-772-1128 
FROM $209 per month 
or *155 per month 
with *2,000 trade or cash 
Purchase option *3,400 plus tax 
t 
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Terrace Youth Soccer '1 • Quick and easy... 
participants in 1986 TERRACE ' 
1 BUSINESS GUIDE 
V : 
~!: , , !~ . . :~  ~.: :.: ~ : . . .~  .. ~ ~: ~.. ~',:~::~:~.:~"~ ~. ~..,:.::.~ . .~.. . . . . .  ..:~ :.~: ....:. 
Wilkinson Canons of the under-7 division in Terrace Youth Soccer, took second place in the 
season in their six-team setup. However, they missed out on a berth in the playoff•finals. 
Photographs by Ken'e Photo Studio In Terrace• 
~t 
Klnettes of the girls' division in Terrace Youth Soccer put on a strong show during the regular 
season and playoffs. 
Bavsdan Inn Roysls of the Terrace Youth Soccer association's under-12 division, finished se- 
cond during the regular season. However, in the playoffs of the four-team series, Royals came 
beck from 'B' side to edge Bud's Truckers for the Championship. They were led by Coach Harold 
Muro (beck, centre). 
Transmissions 
, Exchange * Rebuilt 
, Parts • Repairs 
Automotive and marine 
Your local, on the spot specialists 
for over 16 years " 
For rite best'in maintenance or.repair... 
4419 Legion Ave., Terrace 
635.2600 After hours: 635-6937 
Thornhill Grocery 
& Laundromat 
• Open 7 days a week 8 a.m.'- 10 p.m. 
• Fresh meat cut daily 
• Fresh produce, 'Take-out' foods 
• Post office 
635-6624 
across from Thornhill Elementary 
PRO TECH ELECTRONICS 
4519 LAKELSE AVE., TERRACE 
635-5134 
Complete electronics 
repair seryices " 
Service centre for most p~l-1 
major brands ~' I 'ECH 
Satelite TV systems . : ~. ,.:,.0.,:~ 
KALUM ELECTRIC 
Major Appliances: 
Frigidaire Electrohome 
Westinghouse Quasar T.V. 
%. 
Sales & Serwce VCR 
Parts Depot We service 
for all makes all makes 
Kalu m Electric Ltd, 323, K,,,,m s, 635-6286 
m Your complete ~ CONTRACTIN~ source for'all " ~ Wood stove installations 
your heating - - - - - -  with Fact0ry-built Chimneys 
needs. Fireplace inserts in House Delivery. 
"SAFE INSTALLATION 
~ CUSTOMER SATISFACTION" Northwest Consolidated 635-5859 
Suppy Ltd. 4-3916 Mountainvlew Ave., 
• 5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 TERRACE, B.C. 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
TYPING ' 
VOICE PAGERS ~ PHOTOCOPYING 
24-HOUR ANSWERING SERWCE 
24 
HRS. 638-8195 
#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C. VBG 2N4 
~.  Specializing hi 
li,  ,x'.n' Automat ic  
T ransmiss ion  
Repa i rs  
North Coast Auto 
Repairs Ltd 63~ e~7322° RBver Dr, Terrace 
~ TERRACE LTD. 
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Special ists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
For lots o' Bargains, call 
Lots o' Cones 
Knitting Ltd. 
SKEENA MALL 638~330 
Machine Knitting Specialists 
Selected yarns -- 19¢1oz. 
MERC CRUISERS ,~. MARINER OUTBOARDS Industr ia l  t o 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS ~-~/  
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS Commercial & " 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS Residential  [ / 
YAM~HA POWER PRODUCTS " \  /~" 
~....,.w, c.,., s,ws Wir ing ~ 
DL No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
KEN'S MARINE Hate's lectr l¢ 
Nathan Weddefl - -  Electrical Contractor 
4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635-2909 4~1 I_~A_!leAve.,Terrece 11,18-18/15 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat  & Carwash  
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
2701 S. Kalum 635-6180 
DOC'S CARTAGE 
AND STORAGE CO. (1984) LTD. 
Agents for .. ItuNrrED 
United Van Lines ~UNITED 
... across town or across the'nation. 
635-2728 
3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
In Kltlmat -- Phone 632-2544 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles * Chalnnws 
Snowmobiles . Marine Supplies 
TERRACE "-_ EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~P LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
Contact  
TERRACE REVIEW 
4535 GREIG A VE., TERRACE, B.C" PHONE: 635-7840 
Athletes build for the future 
They're young and eager, and the Skeena Junior High School Boys' Grade 8 Basketball Team didn't look too bad during their 
first games of the season on Grey Cup weekend. 
Timbermen 
hockey 
players 
compete 
i :Houston  and  the 
Smithers Drillers were top 
winners at the annual 
Smi thers '  O ldt imers  
hockey tournament on the 
Dec. 6 weekend. 
In the six-team first 
division, Houston scored 
a 4-3 win over Prince 
George in the 'A' side 
final." Smithers Rubber 
Puckers won the 'B' side 
final with a 4-2 victory 
over Hazelton. 
In  the 'C' side final it 
was Smithers Hilltops 
beating Kitimat 6-1. 
In the four-team second 
division, Smithers Drillers 
scored a 6-4 win over Ter- 
race Timbermen in the 
final. 
1986 season participants 
Thunderbirds of Terrace Youth Soccer's under-lO division posed for their team picture at the 
end of the season. 
Rig bucks won 
in cash curling 
bonspiel • 
Terrace teams were shutout on the big money prizes 
at the 32-team Smithers cash bonspiel on the Dec. 6 
weekend. 
Most of the loot went to Prince Georg e. 
In the all-Prince George final, Lorne Rustad pocketed 
$2400 top prize for a 6-5 win over clubmate John Scher- 
mansky, who won the $1200 runnerup rize. 
The Rob Brise rink of Smithers prevented a one-two- 
three Prince George sweep by downing Len Ausberg of 
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complex 
is "go" 
TERRACE mAl l  the Terrace Winter Games' 
kinks have been ironed chairman Gary Baker in- 
out in the thorny Christy .- formed youth soccer that 
Park development plan they would be responsible 
and if all goes well, three for raising the remaining ~ 
fields could be ready by portion of funds needed 
next fall for soccer, grass for the overall project, 
hockey and rugby action, adding that the games' 
The eight-acre site 1o- money couldn't be releas- 
cated o f f  McConnell ed until the terms were 
Avenue behind Parkside fulfilled. 
Elementary School on Eby Mayor l"alstra was ask- 
Street, will be developed ed to intercede in having 
into three regulation-sized the money released from 
fields starting next spring, trusteeship,  but was 
One field will be used unable to do so. Then, on 
exclusiviely for soccer, the positive side, Mayor 
while one will be used by Talstra wrote a letter sup- 
soccer and grass hockey, porting youth soccer's 
and the third by soccer application for B.C. Lot- 
and rugby. The overall tery Funds. 
cost is estimated about The application got 
$80,000.00. favorable attention from 
Each field will have a Minister Grace McCarthy 
sprinkler system to ensure and a lottery fund cheque 
good turf, all will be fenc- for $23,333.00 (estimated 
ed in to thwart vandals, one-third cost of the pro- 
The story on Christy ject) came direct to youth 
Park began two years ago soccer with no strings at- 
when Terrace Youth Soc- tached. 
car Association obtained a
long-term lease~on the Continuing negotiations 
land tocreatetournament- on the release of the 
sized fields, winter games' money, plus 
pressure from Terrace 
Af ter  obta in ing  a council and youth soccer, 
Manpower Grant for seemed to have worked. 
$19,000.00, members on a Although youth soccer 
work project cut and still needs about $8,000.00 
cleared all trees during the for the project, it now will 
1984-85 winter months. 
Earlier this year, youth go ahead this spring. 
soccer representatives ap- Youth soccer President 
plied for funds from the Don Highe told the Tar- 
B.C. Winter Games Lega- race Review that he could 
cy Fund, and were suc- guarantee all the money 
cessful in obta in ing will be in place by April or 
$37,500.00 which was an- May. Highe also said that 
nounced .in June. The in- sports groups intended for 
tention was to use the the grounds, shouldn't get 
money to start the project their hopes up for field use 
next spring on levelling after next Labour Day. He 
and grubbing the grounds, said two years ate general- 
However, before this ly needed in developments 
money could be touched, such as r this before full 
a snag popped up. usage is allowed, i 
~ i.~ 
Curling spiel a 
great success  
TERRACE --The first four-end games. 
annual  Terrace Curling 
Club "Sponsors Apprec- When the event was 
iation" mini-bonspiel was over, an Overwaitea team 
a huge success, according placed first, with Royal 
Prince George 5-2 in the battle for third and fourth to club orgainizers. Bank second, Ev's Men's 
The Dec. 6 and 7 event Wear third and McEwan money. Brise won $900 while Ausberg took home $600. 
In the consolation final, Les Pritchard of Prince attracted 36 teams to play Motors fourth. 
Rupert won $220 for beating Gord Pratt of Smithers " 
5-4. Pratt won $180. 
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Kalhy Ko luM 
fights the wind 
and snow as 
she gets Into 
her car, durlng a 
recent snow 
storm that hit 
the Ter race  
area, leaving a 
foot and a half 
of snow behind. 
• " Denle~e Be~l l t  
photo 
( Changing faces of Terrace 
Winter snow, which comes and goes, was recently plowed into a convenient pile out of the way of 
traffic at the Skeena Mall in Terrace. 
¢ 
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Bundled up 
Local children engage In out- 
door activities that sometime 
mean hats and gloves are the 
order of the day. To  these 
young troopers, a Merry 
Christmas and may God's 
blessings be with you. 
ImmuneS~tem 
Scientists probably know as 
little about the immune system 
as Columbus knew about the 
Americas after his first voyage, 
says National Geographic. 
Blown in the wind 
Terrace resident Jason Wllex 
adjusts to the various changes 
in climate by tackling his re- 
cent snowy surroundings with. 
a shovel. O=,~l .  ~.e ~rqulet photo 
rain 
. 
• ; . . "% 
and 
br ing  
Sunshine 
Christmas 
Day a 
little 
closer 
I 
r j [8t ] r J l la8 Along with our best 
L~ll¢=hc=e r~f th~ -Q~ason 
tts of 
to all 
mere 
our 
staff. 
5119 
Whatever you wear- We clean with care 
3223 Ememon St. 
J I IIII I I 
Buck up 
your RRSP uncome 
with a RRIF 
For an income that can keep on growing, turn your 
RRSP into a Mutual Investco ° Registered Retirement 
Income Fund. 
t 
• Choose from six investment funds 
Frank Donahue in the Mutual Group of Funds 
• Income can start anytime 
• ~t  :~ between age 60 and 71 
• Income can be received monthly, 
Doug McFarlane quarterly, seml-dnh~Jally or .>- . 
- ,annually ., 
SKEENA MALL • RRIFs are designedto prov!de 
growing inc"ome~untit'age 90 
635-2387; .~ 
You've worked hard to build up 
--your RRSP I'll show you how to 
get the most from it in retirement.., 
, .  One of the Mutua l  L i fe  Of Canada 
'g~'oupof  compan ies  !" ..~JV]LltUal 
" UI~ of Canada ; 
I | " . 
~ountview 
,T-r 
Bakery 
¸ ¸ ' ' %  
% 
DELICATESSEN., BAKERY , COFFEESHOP. CATERING 
Mountview Bakery 
For all your dinner parties: 
FR IEBE 'S  • ' , 
BLACK FOREST - 
.... , HAM ~ ' S l l  0 [] PER KILO _; .i ' 
• 'w ~-, '~~~n',  .v,o ..=,  ' 
" "1' " i I ' "  I I I i  i i IN  i i i i i i  i i I a  .,L." '. ,~i"" " ' 
A~great waytoentertain at home. 
work or c lub . .  ,.~... 
t /  , ,  .t 
MEAT, CHEESE& PASTRY 
I I l . I I 1 |1  
~ "".CAKES FOR ALLOCCASIONS 
Seeour Cake. decorator for that 
. sPecualty'cake.- ' .:. 
III I I I | I I 
Don't forget: ~ 
~17a 
I I 
SMORGASBORD 
Every Friday Night {5 to 7 pro) 
I II II 
p 
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Dancing the "Salacot" 
Filipino dancers entertained a crowd that felled the Terrace arena banquet room at the Multicultural Association's recent potluck 
dinner. 
Ancient songs 
Carrier Indian Peter John provided a voice for the original 
peoples of the Northwest in a performance of songs at the Ter- 
race Multlcultural Association's annual gathering. 
Jullo and Cecile Alvarez added South American folk songs to the variety of entertainment at the 
Multicultural Association's annual potluck dinner. 
Photographs by Terrace 
resident Betty Barton 
! ~ =!iiii! ~,~::.~•'• 
:i'i~i!~  ' :  • 
,~ i~. .  ~:  ~..~ i/i,~,i ~.: .~. :~ 
q 
Children decked out In a spectrum of International finery were a prominent presence at the recent 
Terrace rnultlcultural banquet. 
The Multicultural 
i i 's Assoc at on annua'l 
banqu  t in Terrace: 
,a festival.of diversity. 
TERRACE --President 
Nirmal Parmar welcomed 
everyone to the third an- 
nual Multicultural Associ- 
ation Potluck Dinner on 
Sunday evening, Dec. 7. 
by Betty Barton 
Terrace Contributor 
George Clark did a fine 
job as Master of Cere- 
monies. Greetings were 
extended by Jim Fulton, 
MP; Mrs. Parker, wife of 
MLA Dave Parker; Mo 
Takhar, representing "l~r- 
race City Council; and Joe 
Durando of the Italian- 
Canadian Association. 
Reverend Stan Bailey of 
Knox United Church, as 
guest speaker, addressed 
the subjects of human 
rights, peace and the unity 
in the diversity of people, 
that was exemplified by 
the crowd. Included were 
international visitors from 
lnterculture Canada from 
Colombia, Hong Kong; 
and the Honduras, along 
with their bi l let ing 
families from Hazelton 
and Kitimat. 
The colorful array of 
traditional dress, quanti- 
ty, quality and variety of 
food added to the festive 
air of the evening. The 
children, with wide-eyed 
wonder, were awed and 
overwhelmed by the activ- 
ities. A children's corner 
was also provided, by 
Laurissa Tarwick and 
friends, from the Early 
Chi ldhood Education 
Program at Northwest 
Community College. 
Performing for an en- 
thusiastic audience were: a 
Celtic choral group, the 
"Uisge Inhath"; Filipino 
dancers, doing the "Sal- 
acot"; German Rodriguez 
and Sara del Castillo per- 
forming the CUMBIA 
dance; Julio and Cecile 
Alvarez - -  songs from 
Mexico and Bolivia; Eva 
Carlick, of the Tahltan 
nation - -  welcoming 
songs; and Peter John of 
th'e Inka Dene nation - -  
songs. 
Pre-schoolers, teenagers 
and adults enjoyed the 
Mexican tradition of 
pinata breaking, the art 
and ceremony of which 
• were demonstrated by 
Maria Maximachuk. 
Good will was gen- 
erated among people who 
gathered as strangers in- 
itially, and who spon- 
taneously shared ideas, 
recipes, traditions and a 
common bond of experi- 
encing this special evening 
together. 
Everyone pitched in 
from the set-up of the din- 
ner to the clean-up. A 
warm thank you to all 
who helped make the ~ 
evening a success and a 
very special memory. 
Although the guests provided a gourmet extravaganza of 
ethnic dishes at the Multlcultural Association's annual potluck 
dinner, the kitchen In the arena banquet room was still a busy 
place. 
"...this Is the 
third year for 
this event, and 
each year the 
attendance 
doubles. We 
may have t~O f ind 
a larger hall." 
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Uisge Inhath 
The Terrace Multicultural Association's annual potluck dinner Included a performance of Celtic 
songs by Ulsge Inhath, a name that translates as "Water of Life." Betty Barton photo 
"As we sithere tonight we should touch one another 
and think to ourselves 'this is the way the world should 
be '." 
"German Roddcquez and Sara le Castillo brought many 
Multlcultural Association banquet guests to their feet to Join In 
the cumbrla, a compelling South American folk dance. 
At the Multicultural Society's potluck supper people such as 
Malthl Rumsundhar, from South Africa (left) and Gerjeet Par- 
mar who is originally from India, participated in the celebration 
of different traditions, through food, dance, songs, and a varie- 
ty of other activities. Betty Batten photo 
Tradition 
At the Multlcultural Association's potluck dinner the tradi- 
tional dress of many nations was visible In every direction on 
people of every age. 
Food bank closed for December 
TERRACE --  The Ter- 
race Food Bank, operated 
by volunteers from several 
local churches, will remain 
closed for the rest of 
December except for three 
days during which dona- 
tions will be accepted. 
The Food Bank exists as 
a safety net for individuals 
and farnilies~who depend 
on social assistance 
payments to purchase 
shelter, clothing and food. 
Volunteer Food Bank or- 
ganizer Epp Talstra said 
recently a combination of 
early welfare cheques with 
Christmas bonuses, ad -  
vance Child Tax Credit 
cheques from the federal 
government, and com- 
munity-sponsored food 
hampers should make ade- 
quate provision for most 
low-income families dur- 
ing the remainder of the 
month. 
Many people, however, 
will begin to experience 
money shortages in the 
final weeks of January, 
Talstra said, because no 
further welfare payments 
will be issued until Jan. 
30. For that reason, he 
pointed out, the Food 
Bank has decided to apply 
its limited resources to the 
period of greatest need 
and open for the two 
weeksbeginning Jan. 12 
and Jan. 19. 
Donations are en- 
couraged during D~c- 
ember, and the Food Bank 
will open from 11 a.m. to 
2 p.m. Dec. 20, Dec. 23, 
and Dec. 27 specifically to 
receive donations; con- 
tributions of food and 
money can be dropped off 
at 4608 Davis, a house im- 
mediately across from 
Lower Little Park behind 
the Terrace Publ ic  
Library. 
Talstra also indicated 
that the Food Bank has set 
up barrels for donation of 
non-perishable goods in 
the Terrace Safeway, 
Overwaitea and Co-op 
food stores. 
Talsfra reported the 
Food Bank stayed open groceries representing on the charity of good 
during November until about $4,000 in donated people in th i s  
supplies ran out, giving goods. "This necessary community,'; he remark- 
out a total of 195 bags of operation survives solely ed. 
/ ~  ~ ~ ' ~ ' ~ / ,  . • • : :  :~ 
f 
~i i ¸  /ii ¸ i~!: ;q 
• ludant= from Verltas School and the religious eaucatlon classes of Sacred Heart Parish recent. 
ly donated a large quantity of goods to the Terrace food bank. The students have been on an ac- 
tive collect!on drive since Thanksgiving. 
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by Andrea Deakin 
Terrace Book Reviewer 
Because we are getting so close to Christma I will be 
brief and try to give you as much variety as possible in a 
small space. 
Amongst he new editions of traditional favorites that 
are notable are two new collections of nursery rhymes. 
Helen Oxenbury has illustrated a collection of over 50 
traditional rhymes, chosen by Brian Alderson, in "The 
Helen Oxenbury Nursery Rhyme Book" (Stoddart: 
$13,95). 
Soft-toned crayon drawings, mainly in earth colors 
and steely blues and greys, are comic, as athe lion deals 
the unicorn a knock-out blow, tender and pathetic in the 
little beggar maid, or charmingly victorian and loving in 
Rock-a-bye baby. The empathetic illustrations and gen- 
tle color are most attractive. 
TENDERNESS, HUMOR 
RICHLY COMBINED 
• , . • 
Arnold Lobel has selected over 300 rhymes and il- 
lustrated them for "The Random House Book of 
Mother Goose" (Random House: $22.50). Here, as may 
be expected from Lobel, are pages packed with vigorous 
and busy pictures in rich bold color. Again tenderness 
and humor are richly combined, there is a glorious two- 
page spread of the strawberries growing in the sea and 
the red herrings in the wood, each herring distinctly dif- 
fering from his fellow. Both of these collections are well 
d-one, handsomely produced and effectively illustrated. 
Books for 
young readers 
Oxenbury may appeal more to a younger child, Lobel to 
an older. 
WARM-HEARTED 
GENTLE TALE 
Also from Tomie de Paola is another Strega Nona 
tale. 
It is Christmas time in the little town in Calabria. 
Strega Nona must turn from her usual healing potions 
and spells to prepare for the great feast. She has Big An- 
thony for help; 
Big Anthony has learned a few thing, however, this is 
a warm-hearted gentle tale with some beautiful illustra- 
tions. I think of Strega Nona battling up the snow from 
the church to her home wit.h above her a sparkling 
witner sky. "Merry Christmas Strega Nona" is publish- 
ed by Harcourt Brace Jovanovich at $19.95. 
SETTING CAPTURED IN 
WARM PAINTINGS 
"The Christmas Day Kitten" is adapted from "Vets 
Skeena Junior Secondary School 
Honor role 
Honor Roll eligibility 
Grades 8,9 and 10 
• All eight subjects are 
considered. 
• All students must have a 
grade point average of 
4.375 or higher, calculated 
on the basis of 5 points for 
an A, 4 for B, 3 for C+, 2 
for C, and 1 for C-. 
• Students must not have 
a D, E or an N for a work 
habit mark. ~ 
• Honorable Mehtion 
students must have a 
grade point average o f  
4.25 or higher. 
Grade 10 
Shelley Glesbrecht, Anil 
Deol; Janet Lennox, Kelly • 
Pegg, Jennifer Dow, Andy 
Davis, Theresa Tar0n, Jar•my 
Smith, Selena Tank, Jenine 
Krause, and Edward Rood- 
zant. 
Grade 9 
Krista Soul•s,. Ryan W. 
Stevenson, BaD Diop, Corinna 
Adams, Vicky Sainis, Carolle 
Michaud, Sandra Loptson, 
Monlca Sousa, Dalice Kelln, 
and.Nathan W!lkerson. 
Grade 8 
David Shepherd, Rick 
Dhami, Stacee Martin, Troy 
Hans•n, Scott Loptson, 
Shelley O'Brien, Dave Wolfe, 
Carmen Bell, Jason Krause,. 
Jim Hanson, Alison Siemens, 
Prem Deal, Jessica Campbell, 
David Edmonds, Karen Erstl- 
ing, Francls~ Brodie, Irene 
Bretherick, Leslie HanDerg, 
Atalyn Lutz, and Kamaljit Gill. 
Honorable Mention 
Kannln Osei.Tutu, Heather 
Bretfeld and Danny Scar- 
borough. 
Everyone is a Winner: 
Cedars 4-H Beef Club 
UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1|111111111 by Edwin Frost :.. ,  ..:.', 
TeraeeContdbutor ~ Y O U  don t have to TERRACE- -The  4 -H  
Foundation Lottery has 
hundreds of winners in 
1986. 
That's right, over and ~ii m al ~ m . 
above the eigth major ~ t D e  r;cn to 
prizes and two bonus prize 
Wilmers, all of the 3,6000 : aovert;se:, 4-H Club members from ~I  m m II I I  : i : ~ / ~  - -  
throughout B.C. are win- 
ncrs as well. - 
. The Lottery this year ::~: 
raised over 20,000.00 ~:;~ 
• directly for the 4-H Clubs ~i  " A ..... __ slfied ad ._,n 
In B.C., ($2.00 from each :::~,~ , , , a  ~ ~ ~  ~,. i .~ .~ • 
ticket Sold). • : ~"~:~ ~ :~ the Ter raceFtev iew 
• An  average of $I 15,.00 
per club and another 
$20,000 for ~the.B.C. 4-H ~. 
F..oundation was raised, 
~he foundation, theregis,:. 
tered., charitable '%..organ,. 
l~ation, sponsors~ ,addi- 
t~onal 4-H.pr.ogr~.s~ l| e. 
~undation i One;;a/pi',';. '.: 
i:lnczal Seinindr for ~ i 3 and" 
[:4 years ,old .4-H'ers. The  
~errace cedars Beef•Club " 
~ade $216.00 on their sale ~ 
Of tickets., .Thanks to one~ 
I~rticular junior member 
Trevor Muller. . ~ ~.,. 
Merry 
X.mas! 
: Isyours for : : 
. .  . • . 
: i ; :. • . . . . .  
.... , ~: - ,~..~ ,.... ~ ",', ,..~ ;-: .~.'. ,::: 
.................................. ~ " .,:, ~ . . . . . : 
(per.week, 30 wogds 
HOW do you get yo{sr ~ . 
:i:.~[6tb. ttio.',Review? ~ ~,. ~:i • '" ' •• ' "  !:e • ..-~e. drop I,t In our..mall s~t  ~. ,.:-':. i:; " 
" , • come intO Our ~if ice - ! 
' on.the street . . . . . . . .  :! ~ .... ' :='~ : . . . . . . .  • or •stop us . . . . . .  r t ~ ,  =
There wlllbs nobllllng,. Pay~eXV~,~9:WoY~kU.~ . J / .  !' ":"' 
come in or next time you see" 
ing the "H0n0~:Sys ie~" :  :'~ .:~ ' - 
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Might Fly" by James Herriot. -: 
It tells the story of a stray, Debbie, who seeks the 
warmth of Mrs. Ainsworth's fireside. 
One Christmas morning Herriot is called to the 
house. Debbie has staggered in from the Cold carrying a
tiny black kitten. Debbie dies, but the Christmas kitten 
survives. The simple story will appeal to young children 
and Ruth Brown has captured the setting in warm 
realistic paintings. (The Christmas Kitten: Michael 
Joseph/Penguin: $10.95) . . . .  
JOYOUSLY LIVELY 
POP-UP 
Raymond Briggs much loved story, "The 
Snowman", has been made into a lovely film in Britain. 
"The Snowman m Pop-up" is a joyously lively pop- 
up that could be enjoyed along with the story. The last 
page contains a micro-chip which plays a tune from the 
film. I found the chip in my copy a little reluctant, it
may need to.be gently lifted at the edge with a fingernail 
the first,few times to play. (Penguin: $13.95) 
SETTING ATTRACTIVELY 
DESIGNED 
Children who enjoy acting out have two attrative op- 
portunities • this year. For young children there is a, cut- 
out book based on "The Wind in the Willows" which 
gives a simple text divided into five scenes and settings 
and characters to put together. Used with help from a 
parent his type of play can add greatly to a child's en- 
joyment of the book. This setting and characters has 
been attractively designed and is simple t.o do. "The 
Adventures of Mr. Toad" by Elizabeth Falconer is 
published by General Publishing in Canada at $12.95. 
"A Christmas Carol" contains a folding stage, 
backdrops, characters and a play script for children to 
put on the favorite Chrismas tory. The package is well 
put together and easy to use. The illustrations• lacked 
character and appeal but the idea is a good one. 
Penguin did publish astage setting by Anthony Mait- 
land a few years ago. If it is stil available it is a superior 
design, though it is no{ of "Christmas Carol," (A 
Christmas Carol" designed by: Seymour .Chwast: 
Penguin: $19.95), " . . . .  
Wednesday, December 17 -- Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre wlll be having a no-host "Open House" from 2 to 7 
p.m. at 4542 Park Ave., Terrace. Everyone welcome. Call 
Candy Kerman at 638-0228 for further Informatlon. 
Frldsy, December 19 -- Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club 
wlll be holdlng a bake sale at the Co-op starting at 4:30 
p.m. and run untll finished. All contrlbutlons welcomed. 
Saturday, December 20 -- The Terrace Public Library will 
beholding a free workshop for children ages eight and up,: 
who wish to learn to make their own wrapping paper. The 
workshop will start at 2 p.m. In the IIUrary meeting room 
downstairs. 
Friday, December 26 -- Terrace' s annual Christmas Bird 
Count. Phone 635-6984 for more information. 
Saturday, December 27 -- The Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
will be holding a Good Nelghbour Bingo with total prize 
money over $4,000. Doors open at 5:45 p.m.; early-bird 
game at 7:15 p.m.; regular games at 7:45 p.m..--- at the 
Thornhlll Community Centre. 
O~mber  30 and 31 -- TheTerrace Public Library will hold 
a free Laurel and Hardy film festival downstairs in the 
meeting room at 11 a.m. each day. 
Wednesday,• December 31 -- New Year's Eve party at the 
Oddfeli0w's Hall. Tickets available at Shefleld & Sons In 
the Skeer~a Mall. ~ " " : 
:8talrtlng In I:hmomber, Wednesday~wlll be drop-in day at 
the Skeena Health Unit for parents and infants up to the 
cge~of 1 year. For more informati0n, call '6383310. 
• AI,Anon family groups, Meetings' for friends artd relatives 
of alcoholi~S~ Me•Untie are'held every Monday at 8 p.m. at 
Mills Memorial Hospital i~ the conference room In-the• 
psychiatric Ward. '~ ~ ~ ~i i : : ' ~ ~: 
TWI~;  A~socle't[on for Oommunlty Living needs ad-. 
vooates for handlcal~ped people Ilvlpgin Terrace; For more 
information please phone Janlce at 635.9322 or Carol-Ann 
at 635-3940. . :!i . . . .  
Kermode Kid! Wits, a club for all pereonslnterasted In fur. 
therlng machine knitting. Regular monthly meetings w i l l  
be held on the 2nd Tuesday at noon and the 4th Thursday 
at 7:30 p.m. For further information call Audrey 638,1335, 
Jan 635.7517 or Nancy 635.5319. Everyone welcome. 
The Debt Counselling service Is no.longer available In Tar. 
race~ To receive this service, call Vancouver 660-8950. 
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"i G,"i'fts to g v:e a friend 
by Andrea Deakin 
Terrace Book Reviewer 
One of the best gifts you cari give a friend is a new 
book about heir favorite hobby. 
Wooden toy making is not only a rewarding hobby 
emotionally - -  there is a stead S market for weli made 
wooden toys. "The Great All-American Wooden Toy 
Book" (Norm Marshall: Rodale Press: $17.95 hb, 
$10.95 paper) is a practical guide to the hobby, explain- 
ing how to chose the correct ype of wood for your pro- 
jects; the tools and the other materials required, and the 
best way to finish the completed toy. 
There are 38 patterns for everything from conven- 
tional trucks and boats, to a circus on wheels or a 
modern steam locomotive and tender. Detailed instruc- 
tions and diagrams are given for every model. 
DESIGNING YOUR 
OWN TOYS 
David Wakefield, an Australian, operates acompany 
called "Howling Woolf Woodworks" in Ohio which 
specializes in toys, in particular toys which "walk, wad- 
dl'e, shake, march, meander, ock and jiggle". "How to 
Make Animated Toys" (Rodale: $29.95) explains the 
basics of construction, from transferring patterns to 
wood to all the finishing details. 
David Wakefield also gives advice on designing your 
own toys. The book contains 30 patterns for moving 
toys, a timid turtle, a handcar, a kanga and baby roo, 
boats, trucks and a brawny brontosaurus, amongst 
others. The toys are notable for the quality of their 
design and attractiveness. The construction of each is 
clearly and concisely given and accompanied by step-by- 
step illustrations and diagrams. 
For needlewomen "Not Just Another Embroidery 
Book" (Edited Phyllis Stiles: Fitzhenry and Whiteside: 
$29.95) contains basic information on materials and 
sitiches and then follows with a variety of projects, from 
linens and cushions, children's clothes andstitching on 
knits, recycled items and decorations for holidays, 
which are inventive, clearly and attractively presented 
and stir the imagination. 
DESIGNS HAVE A 
.~ FRAGILE DELICACY , 
Needlewomen who enjoy the delicacy of Danish cross 
stitch will find "Roses and Flowering Branches in 
Counted Cross Stitch" by Gerda Bengtsson (Prentice- 
Hall: $23.95) a source of delight. 
Each year the Danish Handcraft Guild publishes a 
calendar of cross stitch designs. This book combines 
flower designs from two such calendars. The designer, 
C-erda Bengtsson, is Denmark's most popular flower il- 
lustrator. Her designs have a fragile delicacy which is 
most appealing. 
In order to avoid large areas of a single color she has 
worked with plants with small flowers and berries, so 
there are designs with Eglantine, Rosa Serafina, Cor- 
nelian Cherry, Ornamental Almond and so on. The 
charts are presented beside the finished piece, all of 
which have been worked in Danish Flower Threads. A 
list of suppliers has been included, unfortunately they 
are all in the U.S. If a book is intended for the North 
American market Canadian suppliers hould also be in- 
eluded. 
100 
a!.tend 
d nner 
TERRACE. -  The B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners 
Associat ion held a 
Christmas dinner at the 
Happy Gang Centre on 
Tuesday, Dec. 9. 
Approximately 100 peo- 
ple attended the function, 
said Gladys Oliver, Public 
Relations officer for 
BCOAPA. "We were 
entertained by the North- 
west Singers, it was just 
delightful," said Oliver. 
E.T. ~ Kenney Primary 
School is expected to be 
carolling on Wednesday, 
Dec. 17 at the Happy 
Gang Centre. 
From the BCOAPA, to 
all, a blessed Christmas 
and a joyous New Year. 
DESIGNS FOR CURTAINS, 
SLIPCOVERS, PILLOWS 
The practical needlewoman may find "Sew it 
Yourself Home Decorating" (Prentice-Halh $23.95) 
both useful and a source of different ideas. Many 
designs look as if they come from the Golden Hand 
series. This collection was a very good source of new 
ideas and basic instruction, and it is useful to have some 
of them together again. 
Like this collection, they were notable for simplicity 
and clarity plus good design. Included is a wide range of 
designs, for curtains, slipcovers, and pillows, bed and 
bath linen, table linens and rugs. 
"Voque Dolls and Toys" (Fitzhenry and Whiteside: 
$27.50) contains olid basic information on craft techni- 
ques and patterns for 14 toys which have appeared in 
the past in Vogue and Butterick patterns, but are no 
longer available. Most of the patterns are given on 
charts, some are full size. They include Beau Bear, a lit- 
tle ballerine elephant, aclown, some soft dolls, a hand- 
some cat and a pelican with his fish. 
TOURISTS DRAWN TO 
SCENTED GARDENS 
For gardeners "The Harrowsmith Illustrated Book of 
Herbs" is a pleasure to read. The author, Patrick Lima, 
based his book on his personal experience setting up and 
maintaining "Larkwhistle", a commercial herb garden 
on the Bruce Peninsula in Ontario. The garden is open 
to the public and every year draws tourists to nibble and 
sniff their way through the scented gardens, 
Lima's book is a practical guide to the growth and use 
of over 150 traditional plants. He discusses garden 
design, perennial, annual and biennial herbs for season- 
ing, herbs for teas, alliums, herbs for shade, plants for 
color and perfume and herbs to grow indoors for winter 
seasoning. The book is packed With information 
presented in a most enjoyable style and copiously il- 
lustrated with photographs and lovely drawings by 
Turid Forsyth. 
This is a useful and delightful book that cook and 
gardener can relish and fight over all winter. "The Har- 
rowsmith Illustrated Book of Herbs" is published by 
C amd.en House, distributed by Firefly at $19.95. 
POPULAR, VERSATILE MENUS 
Lastly for the cook, "The Dinah's Cupboard Cook 
Book" (Collins: $16.95). Dinah Koo founded the coun- 
try's first gourmet food shop and catering service in 
1972. She has joined with food stylist Janice Poon to 
present nine of their most popular and versatile menus 
in a series of suggestions for home entertaining~ 
Amongst he suggestions i  an evening in Venice, or a 
Hawaiian Luau for 20. Then again there is an Oriental 
buffet for 30 or catering a cocktail party. The book is 
Editor's Quote Book '  _ /~- - - - . .~- - -  
Basic research is when I'm 
doing what I don't know 
what I'mdoing.. 
Wer~er yon Braun 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
ADVISORY PARKS ii, 
: RECREATION COMMISION 
APPOINTMENT 
The City of Terrace Is requesting persons to 
serve on the Terrace Addlory Parks & Reerea. 
tlon Commission. The Commission Is a volun- 
tary Council appointed agency, whose func- 
tion Is to advise Council rsgarding the provi- 
sion of Parks and Recreation services In Ter- 
race. Appointments are for two-year terms. 
The Commission meets once per month. 
All Interested persons are requested to con- 
tact Mr. E.R. Hallsor, Clerk-Administrator, City 
of Terrace by telephoning 63r>1~11. Letters of 
by interest must be received by the City 
January 23, 1987, at the following address: 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk-Administrator 
City of Terrace 
# 5-3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C.- V8G 2X8 12f170 
not entirely aimed at large scale catering, half of the 
recipes are dished for entertaining a home: Fruited curry 
of chicken and shrimp, lamb Satay Roast, savoury pies, 
peach melba cake. The cook book is packed with useful 
information and inviting ideas. 
I tried some of the dishes last summer at Bookseller's 
Convention in Vancouver and can attest to their 
pleasures. The ladies can cook. 
The Board of School Trtmteea 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 88 (TERRACE) 
3211 KENNEY STREET, TERRACE B.C. VgG 3151 D 
PHONE: (604) 635-4931 
Boarding Home Required 
Special Needs Adolescent Boy 
Remuneration by Negotiation 
Please apply to: 
Andrew M. Scruton 
Director of Instruction 
(Special Services) 
School District # 88 (Terrace) 
6354931 - Local 37 
~ The Terrace & Distdct Multicultural Association 
/'wishing all their friends peace and joy for 
Christmas and throughout he coming year. 
A special 'Thank you' to: 
Spee Dee Printers, Terrace CO-OP 
Overwaitea Foods,  Canada Safeway 
McDonalds, K-Mart 
Woolworth. Northern Drugs 
Shoppers Drug Mar t ,  Polly's Cafe 
Gill's Convenience Store 
Don Diego's Mexican Restaurant 
Parks & Recreation Department 
for your contribution in making the 
3rd annual Multicultural Potluck 
Dinner the most successful ever/ 
I I I Fine Dining • 
l i l l nn  I in quiet surroundings! 
5:00 p.m. - -  10:00 p.m. 
4620 LAKELSE AVE. 638-8141 . . . .  
~ RESTAURANT ~ 
Specializing in Chinese 
l{l~ Men.Wed 11:3OAM-- 10:00PM ,1~ Cuisine and Canadian 
~.  ~ Otetg Ave., For Tske-O~ Te,w:e.O.C. ~.e,ls.elM ~ Sunday 12:00 AM -- 10.'00 PM 
4643 Park Avenue 635.6111 
: l  i 
DONUT " "  " " * w  YOU NEXT TO SKEENA MALL 
  CTO., F CTORY ° ' "  ' ° '   ,o.r " prospective diners 
Br(  O onuts, sa.dwiches, why they would enjoy 
O~ .]~ Muffins, Cakes, 
Ice cream, coffee, tea, visiting your restaurant 
Hot chocolate, Milk, Pop. for only $4.50 per week. 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
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On Wednuday, Dec. 17, at 7:30 pm, a Christmas concert will 
be performed at Copper Mountain Elementary School in Thor- 
nhlll. Over 100 students will be on stage that evening. Admis- 
sion Is $1.00. The money raised will be going towards stage 
building, etc. Everybody is welcome to attend. This is the only 
performance, don't miss It! 
Terrace resident in Summerland 
Former Terrace resident, Mrs. Dorothy Norr- 
ington has retired to Summerland, B.C. with her 
husband James. 
Dave Crawley (left), principal at Copper Mountain Elementary 
School, and teacher Frank Schut (right) admire a first class 
paint JOD recently completed by Jessie Medeiros and Trevor 
Whitaker under the supervision of School District 88 
maintenance superintendent, Lothar Heller. 
Mrs. Norrington is now 97 years of age and 
takes up residence in the beautiful Heather House 
in Summedand. 
The couple have been together for over 64 
years. 
Mrs. Norrington's husband was the first Ter- 
race judge and also participated as a Canadian 
soldier in World War I. 
• f 
Spread the good news! 
o "7 - - - - -  " 
, G ives 
Terrace 
Review 
subscription 
We'll send it out with 
a special card from you. 
It's a gift 
th a t keeps 
coming all 
year long! 
== TRAINS & HOBBIES 
.= Quality Model Railroading Supplies 
! ATHEARN * PECO *' ROUNDHOUSE 
KANAMODEL* ROCO* FLOQUIL - 
ATLAS • MRC ~, DREMEL , 
Phone Ken: 635 2449 Dover Road, Terrace 
Im 
- "  -. ~. . ",, ~ 
Subscription Order Form: 
[]  Cheque 
I-1 1 year - $24 
[ ]  Money Order 
Please send a subscript/on to: 
Name 
Address 
I-1.2 years - $45 
[ ]  Charge Card: MasterCard [] 
Visa [] 
Card # 
Expiry Date 
Phone Postal Code 
Mall or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 1M7 
r '  
A new  look; .' 
and anew pride 
THORNHILL - -  A fresh paint job has given Copper 
Mountain Elementary School in Thornhill a new look. 
According to principal, Dave Crawley, the completed 
work has given the staff and students a new pride in 
their building. 
Crawley commended the School District painting 
crew, Jessie Medeiros and Trevor Whitaker, under the 
direction of Lothar Hailer, maintenance superinten- 
dent, for the excellent job. 
"We sincerely appreciated the conscientious and co- 
operative attitude of Jessie and Trevor. They went out 
of their way to accommodate our staff and students and 
worked hard to minimize any disruptions in the 
school", Crawley said. He added,"In addition the paint 
job itself rates first class". 
Directory of 
Terrace 
Churches 
S a ~  
Catho~lCtlmChUrch 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday: 8:30, 10:00 and 11:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Allan F. Noonan, O.M.I. 
4830 Straume Ave. 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican/ 
Episcopal Church 
4726 Lazelle Ave., Terrace Phone 635-9019 
Rector Ray. Canon Lance Stephans --  636-5855 
Sunday services: 
9:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m, 
~U HRIST 
THERAN 
HURCH 
Phone 
635-5520 
Sunday Schoo~ 
and .Adult Class 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship - 11:00 a.m. 
3229 Sparks Street, Terrace 
Ray. Michael R. Bergman 
Terrace Seventh-day Adventist Church 
3306 Griffiths - -  635.3232 
Saturday - -  Sabbath School - -  9:30a.m. 
- -  Divine Service - -  11:00 a.m. 
Wednesdays - -  Prayer meeting - -7 :00  p.m. 
Pastor Ed Sukow - -  635-7642 
EVANGELICAL FREE CHURCH 
3302 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. PH: 635-5115 
Pastors J im Westman and Bob Shatford 
Sunday School for all ages - -  9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services - -  11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. 
Prayer. Meeting - -  Wednesdays - -  7:00 p.m. 
KNOX UNITED CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. Phone: 635.6014 
Sunday Morning Womhlp 10:30 AM 
SundaySchool 10:30 AM 
Youth Group 6:30 PM 
Adult study throughout the week. Call Church office for details. 
Minister. Bran Bailey 
You are welcome/ 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
3511 Eby Street Phone: 635-2434 
9:45 AM Sunday School 
11:00 AM Morning Service 
7:00 PM Evening Service 
John Caplln "7. Pastor Len Froeae - -  Assoc. Pastor 
THE ALLIANCE CHURCH 
• 4923 AGAR AVE. TERRACE - -  Ph. 635-7727 
pAATOBS: IS. COUTTS and J.T. McNAIR (Interim) 
CHRISTMAS SUNDAY 
9:45 A.M. Family Bible School 
11:00 A.M. "O Come Let Us Adore Him" 
6:00 P.M. Joyous Fellowship Service 
YOUTH MINISTRIES HOME aISLE STU01ES VISITATION 
ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED 
The Salvation Army 
4643 Walsh Avenue 
9:45 AM - Christian Education: all age 
SUNDAY 11:00 AM - Holiness Meeting 
SERVICES 7:00 PM - Salvation Meeting 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE 635-6480 
I 
Flight sergeant Jody McConnel (left) and officer cadet Ron 
Gowe display the cake that guests devoured at the annual 
.cadets banquet and dance. 
Dave Estacaille photos 
Air cadets 
hold annual 
awards banquet 
THORNHILL --  747 Terrace Air Cadet squardron held 
their annual awards banquet and dance Friday, Dec. 5 
in the Thornhill Community Hall. 
by Dave Estacaille 
Chairman of Sponsoring 
Committee, Terrace Air Cadets 
747 Squadron 
The awards banquet was attened by 150 cadets, 
parents and guests. 
Invited guests in attendance were: Mr. and Mrs. Dave 
Parker, MLA; Mr. and Mrs. Bob Fisher, president of 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13; Mr. and Mrs. Dar- 
tel Laurent, Airport Manager; Mr. and Mrs. Mo 
Takhar, acting Mayor of Terrace; Mr. Les Watmough, 
Regional District; Mr. and Mrs. Bey and Gordon 
Dickie, president, Legion Ladies Auxiliary; Mr. and 
Mrs. Doug Smith, Alderman, and Master of Cere- 
monies; Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Best, Terrace Fire Chief; 
Mr. George Wright, Airport Fire Chief; Captain John 
Harker of the Salvation Army; Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hall, 
Pipes and Drums; and Mr. Pat Hall, Pipes and Drums. 
The evening started with the cadets being marched in- 
to their places for dinner lead by two pipers, Jim and 
Pat Hall. 
Before dinner short speeches were given by Dave 
Estacaille, Chairman of Sponsoring Committee Royal 
Canadian Legion; Mr. Bob Fisher, president Royal 
Canadian Legion; Mr. Mo Takhar, District of Terrace; 
Mr. Dave Parker, MLA for Skeena and Mr. Les Wat- 
mough of the Regional District. 
Captain John Harker of the Salvation Army said 
grace before dinner. After dinner the toast to the Queen 
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was given by the squadron commanding officer, Lt. 
Charles Meek. 
St. John's Ambulance awards were presented to 
sergeant P. Joel and CPL Shane McCaron. Eleven 
cadets were premoted to LAC, three cadets to Corporal, 
three to Sergeant, and two to Flight Sergeant. 
The evening was completed with a dance for all 
cadets. 
CADETS PROMOTED 
To Flight Sergeant: Paulette Joel (3 years); Jody Mc- 
Connel (4 years). 
To Sergeant: Pascal Cam (3 years); Kevin Duncan; Dar- 
ren Hudson (5 years). 
To Corporal: Carrolle Mechaud (1 year); Tony Thurlow 
(3 years); Rabbi Gill (l year). 
To L.A.C.: John Coosemans, Eddie Wolfe, Jason 
Miller, Avelle Leason, David Hawke, Melton Kindred, 
Tracie Leason, Kim Bork, Tinna Appler, Micheal 
Cooper and Robert Smith. 
St. John Ambulance Certificate: Shane McCaron (6 
years); Paulette Joel. 
Skeena MLA Dave Parker presents sergeant Jody McConnel 
with flight sergeant stripes. 
Goalie gets 
On Dec. 7 the Terrace 
Ladies' hockey team came 
up with an 8-0 win over 
their Pr ince Rupert 
counterparts. 
shutout 
Goalie Cinda Black re- 
corded the shutout -- her 
fourth in the team's last. 
four outings. Scoring hat 
tricks were Eva Marine 
Sarich and Rosalee Dilley. 
Local observers help in Christmas 
bird courkt for Audubon Society 
TERRACE-  Thursday, 
Dec. 26 is the selected ate 
for the Terrace Annual 
Christmas Bird Count 
which will be one of 1500 
similar counts taken from 
Hawaii to Labrador, and 
from Alaska to Vene- 
zuela, during the period 
Dec. 18, 1986 through 
Jan. 4, 1987. 
by Diane Weismiller 
Terrace Contributor 
This year marks the 
87th anniversary of the 
original Christmas Bird 
Count, taken on Christ- 
mas Day, 1900, by an in- 
trepid group of strollers in 
25 locations, mostly 
around major north 
eastern cities. Since then, 
the annual event has 
grown from its original 25 
to well over 38,000. 
Every. Canadian pro- 
vince, every. American 
state, many Central  ticipation fee of $3.00 to 
American countries, and help cover the cost of 
numerous West Indian publishing the results. 
and Hawaiian islands will Feeder watchers are no 
submit heir results to the longer obligated to pay a 
National Audubon Socie- participation fee unless 
they wish to  have their 
names published. 
If you have a feeder in 
your back yard or are in. 
terested in surveying part 
of the Terrace area, please 
call 635-6984 for more in- 
formation. ty, which supervises the 
affair, and publishes the 
results in  its journal Santa v is i t s  hospital 
American Birds. 
The count takes place 
within ~ 15-mile diameter 
circle. Within this circle, 
count organizers attempt 
to field as many compe- 
tent birders as they can. 
These birders are grouped 
into "parties", each with 
a section of the circle, or 
points on the map, which 
they alone will search (or 
census). The Terrace circle 
is centered on the Dudley 
Little Bridge. 
All counts are open to 
and welcome interested 
TERRACE - -  This Christmas eason, patients at Mills 
Memorial Hospital will be entertained with carolling 
and a visit from Santa Claus. 
Shirley Bentley, associate xecutive director at Mills 
Memorial, said the hospital auxiliary will be dressing up 
as Santa. This is not only for the Pediatric Department, 
the auxiliary will be visiting everyone who has to spend 
the holiday season in the hospital, she noted. 
Bentley said doctors do their best to send patients 
home during Christmas. "Very few people are kept in 
the hospital, if there's a way to send them home, the 
doctors make sure they go." 
The Salvation Army is expected to do carolling again 
this year along with service clubs. The Terrace RCMP is 
expected to make a visit as well, perhaps dressed up as 
Santa. 
participants, regardless of From Mills Memorial Hospital, "Have yourself a 
skills level. There is a par- safe and Merry Christmas." 
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Over 200 
B!  attend St.. 
Andrew's Night 
THORNHILL --A St. Andrew's Night 
Ceilidh was held at the Thornhill Community 
Centre, on Saturday, Dec. 6. 
°d 
=== 
# 
Dlenns Miller and husband Les said they both enjoyed 
themselves during the St. Andrew's Night Ceilidh held at the 
Thomhill community hall. 
Over 200 people attended the successful 
event, hosted by Charlie Meek. 
The evening was started with a livebroad- 
cast on CJFW-FM of A Touch O' White 
Heather, which Meek MC'd assisted by 
Stefanie Webber, radio announcer for the 
radio station CJFW-FM. 
During the evening Meek gave away many 
gifts to the guests in attendance. 
The White Heather Club provided an ex- 
cellent buffet of Scottish food for all. 
Prizes were given away during the live broadcast of A Touch O' 
White Heather in celebration of St. Andrew's Night Ceilldh. 
Lowell Croft had the lucky ticket which read 163 for a gift cer- 
tificate at Donna's Cut n' Curl. The gift received was for aperm 
but Croft said he'd pass it on to his daughter-in-law, maybe 
even as a Christmas present. 
Danie/e 
Berquist 
photos 
! 
The White Heather Club provided a fabulous Scottish dinner on the St. Andrew's Night Ceilidh 
celebration. 
Guests socialize 
Over 200 people attended the 
St. Andrew's Night Cellidh 
celebration on Saturday, Dec. 
B held at Thornhill Community 
Centre. 
Show host ) 
Charlle Meek, host of A Touch 
O' White Heather Scottish 
music show, talks to a couple 
of fans, Jim Candelora with 
wife Barb. 
, . 
: ? : .  
\ 
sit you? / 
!iiis ,ut the happy 
ed in the Review. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  the hospital. 
Born to Steven and Donna Schultz, a baby boy, on 
Dec. 7, 1986, 7 Ibs. 11 oz. The baby's name is Craig 
Rudolf Hudson Schultz. A brother for Justin. 
I d 
Rupert and Cheryl Tkocz are proud to announce the birth 
of their baby daughter, Robyn Mlchelle, on Dec. 8, 1986, 
weighing 7 Ibs. 9 oz. 
./',Y '¥ ~,IL_Z~..Ill. \~  
,:II':TAIIL  Z  
Mombor of AI~S Wlro Sorvlco 
/, ~D.\ 24-hour Phone ftg~i) 
(004)035-4000 
Skeena Mall "~.~~ 
""~ \ 3?lnc 
-:~:: : :~ 
~:  ,~ . ' :  . . • .. - .  ;.:..:; 
:~, -. ... ,~ . . . . . . .  ~ : , • : .'. .. ,-, .:.L~.:~.;~/.~:i;~;:~:., : .: 
Students attending Parkside Elementary School in Terrace are already preparing for the Pacific Northwest Music Festival to be 
held in March of 1987. Students will be under the direction of Bey Clarke, music teacher with School District~No. 88. 
photo by Panicle Berqulst 
He___aather Dmg____.._er plays piano for guests. 
On Stage ) 
Fleury 
number 
;] the 
brunch 
junction 
Canada 
Josle 
sang a 
during
music 
In conj ti  
with 
Music Week, 
held at the Ter- 
race I.'.otel. 
( 
Aspiring 
musician 
SonJa Shep- 
perd on piano 
Performers 
entertain 
TERRACE-- Pupils of local music teachers, Ginny 
Lowrie and Marylin Davies celebrated "Canada Music 
Week" by performing at the Terrace Hotel Sunday 
Brunch on Nov. 23, Nov. 30 and Dec. 7. 
Much to the delight of the brunch audience, students 
performed works of Canada composers as well as Bach 
and Mozart. 
Performances of Christmas music continued on Sun- 
day, Dec. 14. 
) 
Singer 
Ellis Higginson 
enter ta ined  
vocally at the 
music brunch, 
in conjunction 
with Canada 
Music Week at 
the Terrace 
Hote l . . . _ .~  
Nortl ern SUN-WED . . 
Wally Khad k n 
Motor T .o . . s . .  
Inn Jim & Jean 
This week's S--~u r~ay 
feature: 
4 to 7 p.m. 
Bring.an instrument! 
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Entry deadline 
for festival near 
19 
TERRACE --  Members of the Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival Committee would like to remind students and 
teachers that the final dateto submit entries for the 1987 
.festival is Jan. 10, 1987. 
Entry forms are available at the following locations: 
Sight and Sound stores in Terrace, Kitimat, and Prince 
Rupert; Public Library in Terrace. 
They can also be obtained by writing to the Secretary, 
Box 456, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B5. 
Competitors please note the following change: par- 
ticipation in Sight Reading is not compulsory to qualify 
for a major award in the 1987 festival. There is an error 
in the syllabus on pages 36, 48 and 56 where Sight 
Reading is still mentioned as a requirement for these 
awards. 
The annual appeal for financial support of the 1987 
Music Festival is now underway. The committee 
depends on the generosity of patrons to make the 
festival a success. If you would like to contribute, please 
send your donations to: Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival, Box 456, Terrace, B,C. VgG 4B5, Att. Mrs. J. 
Falconer. 
No vehicle? 
Do you have problems with picking up prescrip- 
tions, groceries, appliances or anything else? For 
all your moving and delivery needs, phone for ex- 
perienced and speedy 
I 
GROCERY PICKUP 
From Safewey 
1:30 & 5:00 PM dally 
plus 8:30 PM Thurs & Fr 
ONLyS4 00 
FREE TO SENIORS. . .  
only through Chimo 
& Safeway. 
638-6530 
I Chimo Delive L_J 
.?. :" 
)ur message 
the stars... 
"~, Your Week Ahead Horoscope J~, 
at 
Forecast Period: 12/21 .12 /2" / /86  41, 
at ,I~ 
at ARIES Cast out any thoughts of gloom and doom, and 
Mar.21.Apr. 19 bring holiday cheer to your surroundings. _ 
at When you are down, ev~rybodyelseistoo..  '~ • 
TAURUS You meet an alluring, beguiling angel at a gala at 
Au~pr.20.Msy20 social affair. Your cup runneth over--way 
- over .  4t 
GEMINI You know when you've said enough. The $olu- ~t 
,~  May 2l-June 20 tion to a perplexing puzzle is within your grasp . .~  
at * • Don't blowi t .  ' -V -  
~t CANCER The holiday push tends to drain the energy ' - j • . • at 
,, une21.July 22 Enjoy the relaxing company of your favorite ,. 
~' companion. "" 
at _LEO Enjoy these few days of "pleasuring" with ~t 
at July23-Aug.22 familyand friends. Henwjjob demands loom 4t 
just ahead, at 
ViRGO Running errands for the whole neighborhood 
~?~ Aulg.7,3-Sept. 22 gets to be too much of a good thing. Better 
"V call a halt. - v 
LIBRA Check the prices before you blow your entire ~t 
,e ~epl.23-Oct. 22 fortune on one or two "special" gifts. Shop ~t 
~t around, at 
• v SCORPIO Romance potential is high. Your social life ~t 
Oct. D-Nov. 21 proceeds at a dizzy pace. It's a lively period ~t 
hor you.  ,,, 
SAGrffrARIUS Your attention turns to income and earnings ,~ 
Nov. 22.D¢c. 21 and how to measure your worth. Consider the "" 
value of l ove  and friendship. 
"aVe CAPRICORN Entering into the festive holiday activities 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 marks the end of your reclusive tendencies of tt 
~t the past few weeks, at 
AQUARIUS An interesting turn of events alerts you to the - -  , 4 t  
Jan. 20-Feb. IS fact that what s up front is not necessarily all , 
" , there is. *~ 
~t PISCES Interest in following aconstructive way of life at 
~t Feb. 19-Mar. 20 leads to moral and physical growth. The whole at 
package isimproved. 
BEer'soEucArEssEN 
~ ~ . ,  WE HAVE... at 
. ~ l~ ' ; l~P l~ l l~-~ .a large variety of 
~ .= l~ ' . .~ l .~  meats, cheeses, European 
~ i~!~,~, .~"~[ .~ novelties, super 
~ I$~._~1 - I% ~,~'Jl ~ sandwiches fresh salads 
"#~I"~P~"~, ' .  We cater for large and 
~,~) ' -~ . . j I  small parties and picnics, '~ 
2~ 4603 ,Park Ave. Terrace (across from the iib~ary~ ,~x 
i I I I  II I I 
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'Wel'd i" n g t 
TERRACE - -  A welding 
program .has been co- 
ordinated for Terrace by 
John Little, chief instruc- 
tor for the United 
Association Plumbers and 
Pipe Fitters, local 170, in 
Burnaby (UAPPF --  local 
170). 
by Daniele Berquist 
Bernie Mulligan, asso- 
ciated with UAPPF 
local 170, along with 
Emile Merchand from 
Terrace, coordinator and 
trades training for North- 
west Community College 
(NWCC) ,  were also 
responsible for the pro- 
.gram. 
Dave McGowan in- 
structed the Gas Tungsten 
Arc Welding Technology 
Course offered at NWCC 
through the U.A. P!ping 
Industry Apprenticeship 
Board Trade School in a 
joint venture with Canada 
Manpower. 
The welding course is 
offered two to three times 
Quest. ) 
• for perfect,on 
Terrace resident Walt Ziraldo 
(left) a UAPPF local 170 
member, and Ron Lowrie, 
welding instructor in the 
regular welding class, check a 
TIG torch. ~ 
a year. "The union rents 
• facilities of various col- 
leges to ~ puf on this 
course," said McGowan. 
He added that the course 
"t au'g ht 
weld pressure piping to a 
high welding code level, 
McGowan said. 
At the end of the three 
week period members of 
was then tested this way: 
"by taking straps out of a 
pipe and bending them in 
a testing jig, testing the 
soundness or ability of the 
government." Those three 
divisions pay totally for 
the course, McGowan 
said. 
McGowan has been 
was made available at the U.A. local 170 and 180 
NWCC to.assist members end up taking a practical 
of local 170 and 180 in test on a two inch 
Prince Rupert. diameter, quarter inch 
The program entails a wall pipe welded together 
process ut i l i z ing a ia an incline position. 
specialized technique to McGowan added the pipe 
welder." 
McGowan stated that 
upon successful • comple- 
tion, the student receives a
certificate of competency 
awarded by Mechanical 
Contractors Association, 
• ' :~ " . ' .  , 77  i~:::? ~ . : :~  
Photographs by 
Daniele Berquist 
Brit ish Co lumbia  
(MCABC). "This entitles 
the student o a Number 
Two ticket registered with 
Safety Engineering Ser- 
vices (Boiler Branch) of 
the Province of British 
Columbia. 
McGowan commented 
that the facilities were very 
good at the college. 
Because of the equipment, 
it makes for an excellent 
course, added McGowan. 
Two of NWCC chief in- 
structors, Peter Haig and 
Ron Lowrie, assisted in 
the course lending some of 
their expertise, McGowan 
said. 
The program offered by 
local 170 is paid through 
union dues. Mechanical 
contractors also provide 
financial assistance. "In 
other words, it's a real 
joint venture between the 
union and its members, 
the mechanical contrac- 
tors, and the Federal 
welding for 22 years. Dur- 
ing that time, he has work- 
ed in ship yards, pulp 
mills, tank fabrication and 
sheet metal shops. 
McGowan is a senior 
welding instructor under 
the Certified Canadian 
Standard Association 
(CSA) -- W178.2. That's 
a certification of welding 
inspectors across Canada. 
He also has diplomas in 
welding metallurgy, weld 
quality control, inspection 
aluminum welding and 
fundamentals of welding 
technology offered 
through the Welding In- 
st i tute of Canada.  
McGowan said through 
these courses, he has been 
given the privilege of 
tutoring Welding Tech- 
nology courses. 
Instructor gives lessons 
Dave McGowen, instructor for Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 
Technology, explains welding techniques on the blackboard 
at Northwest Community College in Terrace. 
Craftsman 
at work 
Mastering techniques 
Ray Heptlng (left) a Eurocan employee is one of 12 students 
attending the welding course offered at NWCC through 
UAPPF local 170. Peter Halgh is a welding instructor at the 
college, lending his expertise during the program. 
Classroom study session ) , 
Members of the UAPPF 170 and 180, check sample pieces 
shown at various stages of completion in welding pipe during 
classroom instruction . . . .  
Walt Ziraldo of Terrace welds 
two pieces Of metal together 
in a 6-G fixed position. 
S/BrA 
Have the Happiest 
Holiday Everl 
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sore 8R~KF^ST: , 2 mUTES ^ m,oT ,m-  ~, c .mD o~,oE juice w~,  ", 
UTE5, BUT 3 MINUTES, A PIECE ( , . -  AND A P~SHER OF 
OF WHOLE WH~T, LIGHTLY FUSSV i 
B.C .  BY JOHNNY HART 
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Horm Olnn outs a pipe using a bevelling machine. Olsen 
recently participated in the Gas Tungsten Arc Welding 
Technology Course offered at Northwest Community College ..X ' -~<~. 
for the United Association Plumbers and Pipe Fitters, l oca ls  Specializing in: 4x4 Repairs and Automatic Transmissions 
170 and 180 In Prince Rupert. Danlele Berqulst photo # ~ ~ ~ = b ~ ~  ~ ' ~  
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I Exterior and interior paints ~ ~-- - - - -  ~,,.c ;< 3220 R,~er Drive, Terrace, B.C. 635-6967|11 I,~tN 
l"lArmstrong flooring * Harding carpets 
I Sunworthy wallpaper THE RYATTS BY JACK ELROD 
I "'All the supplies you need" ~ ~Z" ~T'~ G~TT~-'~  
i 4610 Laze l le  Ave .  Ter race  K~, ~N ~v~ oN.u~: c~o~ To cuR,~r~... 
635-6600 . - - - - - . - - -~ .n  ~ -~- - -~- ] , r - - - -  
Week lyCrussword  . 
LAST WEEK'S SOLUTION ~ :1 . ~ ~ q I '  
ACR^~ ~GrT I~IBmHIE IL ID~ uoo BST ATF.BO L. E OISB 6 Act 
1Drav lc l lan  IClUIR I'IIOIWI' rrlzll=lHi 7 Female ah°eP L - - ' / - - . .~ , , '~  , - -  ~ ~ ~  ~m~l~- -  ~ 
5 _ IATP IE  • PIOILIEIS [ ]  Ell'lAJ :-r.-  Thought 8 Located 
9 Pabri¢ ~ 9 Binge 
10 Salamanders ~ ~  11 PUt away 
12 Attach ~ ' '," m~ "- ~ ¢~:'-" ~"" '- J 12 Surroundings . ] 
13 Scot. dyer r~ -~."~./,i-'-:'~,, ,eq 15 Footless r m - - -  l ~  I v ,- :t  ~ 
14 Chinese pagoda 18 Annoys ,. ~.,,., ~~' i '6 i~ i~ i  19 L mb lr W, .m IRIAtPmPlAINITI~mAIRIEI 2~ Name 
~ Cu~o. IAIPtPILIAII.II$IEm~IRISl 23 Re~msem=tNe 
=0 Lease mSIEIAIRISmRIAILILWIH- 2.~ Ocean 
n . .m. , , .  n<rr~mm-~ ,, ~,o.. FRED BASSET BY  ALEX GRAHAM 
23 Relating lo aircraft . . . .  2g Took the lead 
, .  + + . n - -  , +  Protection . . . . . . .  y 
TAKE HI/V~ NOW 26 Caught 4.~ I -rencnci ly:zwos.  31 Circular path 
29 Hasawlll *u /na!  pmce 32 Prevaricate '~ " "  THAT '5 /V~RE__L IKE  IT 
30 Assemblelnorder 51 Z"": 3, m. . ,o , . . .  PRES510 . .,.,... o.w.,n0e0, " 0=" ' # )~ ~ O .  
.,,, L,.W. .~ .or...,. 3+, co,o,, / . o r  NOW:.. .N~ wme. I I. ~ ~.. 
38 SalverOUtfllf°rwar DOWN d39 Groundanlmals k~ THAT .~ ILLY  I I ~ " " "  ~ I 
41 North by east: 1 Bindingwlthtape 43 Following 0 
Inlt. 2 Indian 46 Nolmany p ,  .-~" 
42 Mallclousflre 3 Fuzz 48 Mastero,  I l+  
44 Before 4 Below ApplledArt 
45 Asiantree 5 U.S, State 50 Holmium:Sym. 
_ _,, - -m, ,  l) 
I " " " ANDY CAPP BY REGGIE  SMYTHE 
I =, [ ]  - 
m ~ - -  Dill by News Amef,ca Syrl(:h¢||l i 28 29 
I 32 33 34 
' __:m m- m i , 38 40 
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Motorcycles . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  27 
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Altmctive white female, 24, 
interested In meeting French 
male, 25.30, for relationship. 
Write to File 6, clo Terrace 
Review, 4535 Greig Ave•, Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 1M7. 
12/17p 
FREE - -  Information on start- 
ing your own profitable 
business full or part time 
from your home. Write today 
to B & M Publishing, Box 974, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R2 12/17p 
Kelum Family Day Care has 
openings. Fenced yard, pets 
and toys. Ages newborn to 12 
years. Full-time, part-time or 
drop-in available. Phone 
638.8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
3.bedroom or larger home 
with basement. Professional 
family, references. Long-term 
lease preferred. Phone 
638.0487. 12/17p 
Sofa hide.a-bed with mat- 
ching chair. Excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $500. Phone 
638-8100. 12/17p 
Snowblower  $130; and 
fireplace screen- $30. phone 
635-3303 after 6 p.m. or leave 
message. 12/17p 
Beautiful antique spinning 
wheel. A different Christmas 
gift. Cheap at $75.00. Phone 
635-5221. 12/17p 
Looking for glllnet roe herring 
Iicences to lease or purchase. 
Contact Tobbl at 624.9636 or 
627-1120. 1121c 
Looking for information on 
cartage? Contact Elaine, no 
telephone. 12/17p 
Reliable babysitter wanted for 
Thorhnlll. Preferably over 
18.years-old. Please drop over 
at TR.23-3319 Kofoed Dr. as 
soon as possible. 12/17p 
I I 
Excellent downtown retail 
space located at Terrace's 
busiest intersection. For in- 
formation, call G. McConnell 
or M. Kerr at Sight and Sound, 
635-5333. tfnc 
For rent or lease, 1800 sq. ft. 
shop or store space on Greig 
Ave. Fenced storage area and 
parking. Ph. 635-2655. tfnc 
For lease or rent: bodyshop 
with spray booth and air com- 
pressor. Approx. 1500 sq. ft., 
large parking area. Ph. days 
635.2655 or eves. 798-2528. 
tfnc 
2-bedroom townhouse near 
hospital. Fridge, stove and 
drapes included. $450 per 
month. Call 635-7191 
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. tfnc 
Two sunny side-by-side 
1-bedroom basement suites. 
Private and quiet. Small pet 
OK. $250-$275 per month. In- 
cludes heat. One-half month's 
rent fro deposit. Immediate 
occupancy. Phone 638-8398. 
12124c 
FOR LEASE 
COMMERCIAL. WAREHOUSE 
REPAIR SHOP 
A 951 square foot unit, with a 14' X 14' 
O.H. door, washroom, natural gasheat, 
mezzanine, work area &of f ice .  The 
building is located at the corner of Kenney ~ 
St. & Pohle Ave., TerraCe B.C. 0 
• PHONE 635-;7459 
__  " I ' I i I - -  
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: "  " COACHMAN " THE " 
APARTMENTS 
%% 
i ! 
,% 
%% 
i~:! 
:.:• 
.:.: 
:.:• 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments iii 
available on the bench in Terrace. 
Clean, affordable suites to suit all •!ii 
%% 
iiii (including families)• 
TO VIEW PLEASE CALL iii 
iii! 3618 ::: 535 ' "" ~ %• m TFN ::: i'!.! .. •, *% 
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Pals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 Properly ......... : ....... 33 
Real Estate . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  33 
Recreational Vehicles . . . . . . .  29 
Rentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 19 
Room&Board . . . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
Sales (6arage. Yard) . . . . . . .17 .  
SnowmoOiles . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 
Thank-you n01es . . . . . . . . . . .  6 
Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 
Volunteer Opportunities . . . .  14 
Wanted Mist . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
Wanted to Rent . . . . . . . . . . .  18 
Work Wanted . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 
Yard Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17 
Room for rent with washer 
and dryer in 3.bedroom condo. 
Close to town. $200 per 
month. Utilities included. Rec 
room and 1 V, baths. Call Mike 
at 635-5335. 12117p 
TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
ROSSA: JOSEPH 
Late of 4011 Sparks Street 
Terrace, B.C• 
Creditors or others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s), are hereby required 
to send them duly verified to. 
the PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 800 I 
Homby Street, Vancouver, I
B.C. ,  V6Z 2E5,  before| 
January 21, 1987 after which| 
date the assets or the said| 
estate(s) will be distributed,| 
having regard only to claims| 
that have been receivedl~31/c| 
One 1250 Multilith printing . .~ l~!B_ .k jml~lml  
press with chain delivery and ~ ~  a ~ .  ,
spray; and one 18x241/• ° -k 
Heidelberg KORD offset print- , o* 
ing press. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635-7840. 12124p 
as.ft. 3.bedroom trailer wih ~ ' 
ed lot in Thornhill. Price 4, .... 
negotiable. Call 638-6013 ~ ~ ,  .~- ,.,~.~~.. 
after4 p.m. 12/17p ~-~ ~ 
33 Real Estate • 
1200 sq. ft. 3-bedroom home 
on large lot. Full basement ,¢.7,~'z#'A,A,~I/'/IJI~IKllk~,~I~,~ "~, 
with sauna and rec room. 2 i ~ ! 
fireplaces, sun deck, large Welcome Home Lyle! shop and storage building 
detached. Modern home in Guess Who? 
quiet area at 4708 Gair Ave. 
For more details phone 
638-8254. tfnc 
6 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, lot 
size 82 x.132, floor area 1380 
sq. ft. Asking $69,500. Phone 
638-8226. 1/21p 
Guaranteed  low pdces!  
VCRs, TVs, Microwaves, 
Ster.~os - Phone Bob Costain 
at Future Shop 688.8611 
Downtown Vancouver. 
We will beat any advertised price 
in Canadal Ship same dayt 
VISA , MASTERCARD 12117p 
L .P  I I  
NEED A GREAT 
GIFT IDEA? 
Reserved seats for the 
Moe Koffman Quintet 
are on sale now at Carter's 
Jewellers. Adults $12; 
students and seniors $8. 
Sponsored by the Terrace 
Concert Society. 12124c 
n|  | l  
i 
New product will help you 
lose 5 to 7 pounds a week. 
Effective and nutritious 
drink or bars  are a 
delicious way .to: 10se 
weight. For more.informa= 
t lon,  ca l l ,  Dor i s  at 
635-5086, 12/17p 
XOXO ~ 
i I 
FOR RENT 
1, 2 & 3 bdrm. apts. 
* Laundry facilities 
* Balconies 
* 2 blks from downtown 
* Rents start at $299 
* References required 
Ph• 638.1507 or 635-5224 
If you want your 
classified ad seen 
in 30,000 homes 
in Northwest B.C. 
see the details on 
the 
Northwest' Star 
on page 23. 
PRINCE RUPERT 
PORT CORPORATION 
l 
m 
ACCOUNTANT 
The Prince Rupert Port Corporation requires the 
services of an Accountant• Applicants should be 
a third-year student enrolled in a recognized ac- 
counting designation program and have several 
years experience• Working knowledge of per- 
sondl computer systems and software (Lotus, 
ACCPACC systems, etc.) would also be an asset. 
Duties will include preparation of general ledger 
and financial statements; supervision of ac- 
counts receivable/payable and credit manage- 
ment; reporting of all capital expenditures; 
assisting with~the?preparatiOn of CaPital and 
Operating budgets;and management of payroll, 
personnel records, and benefits. 
An excellent salary and benefits package will 
apply. 
Please submit resumes by DECEMBER 19, 1986 
to: 
Mr• R.A.McBride 
Manager, Finance & Administration 
Prince Rupert Port Corporation 
110 Third Avenue West 
Prince Rupert, B.C. V8J 1K8 
Canad  12/17¢ 
"Best in Town" 
Summit Square 
Apartments  
One bedroom S d l~91 j  ~ perl ] J; T~ob6droom S360 per ! 
from Ive41mV month J from month 
,I Attractive, spacious, with 
storage room 
,t Colored appliances and fixtures 
,.- Beautiful cupboards, double 
stainless sinks 
,,,. Large balconies with screened 
• patio doors 
,i. Laundry facilities 
,,, Security enter-phones and 
deadbolts 
,,, Fully draped and co-ordinated to 
wall-to-wall carpets 
v, Six-channel satellite TV - . • 
,, Racquet coui'ts 
,,, Ample parking 
Phone 635-5968 (References,r'e.quired) 
, . , . , 
. . . .  4~mc 
Classified Ads:deadline is Friday, 4:00 p,m. 
. . " ,  , ' . , • . ' , . , . ' ,  , , ' 
AS a public Service the Ter race  Rev iew will printfree of charge any ad oifering to share something w!ththe 
community (e.g., rides, child care, free Items). In addition, there, will be no charge for. LOSt aria rouna or  Tor 
ads'placed by Individuals seeking work. . • ' ' . - • 
Rates:Non dlspl|y- )er ssue; $2.00 for 30 words or less, additional words5¢ each . . . .  
Dllp lay• per i ;suqp; $4'.00 per column inch. ' . 
We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement: 
Terms:Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
Please send vour ad, with oavment, to: 4535 Graio Ave.. Terrace. B.C. V8G 1M7 
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Use caution deco  ratin-g tree. , . .  
TERRACE - -  B.C.  Hepo in ted  out that natural tree and stand,- be keptawayfromheating ornamental.lights on t rees : .  He advised anyoneput- 
near overhead,  power :.ting lights.up outd0ors:.t0 Hydro.; is : advising: the.. people should not assume '. 
public to avoid electrical an artificial tree .is safe 
safety.hazards uring the from fire; Some .• of the: 
Christmas eason. . . . . . . . .  popular -reusable,-plastic. 
trees are flammable• In- 
saw.an inch or two. ,ft.the vents or. radiators• . 
' t ree 's  b i~tt  us ing • a "And tO be on the safe,~lines. If a line is touched . ,take these. ,  safety  
diagonal cut. This exposes Sid~ turn .0ffl ight s when or:.the !ight wire swings' measm, eS: . . . . . . . . .  " 
a.,larger-...:sur.face . to you retire for the night, or~:. againsf it, dectrocution ...... ~;Useonly outdoor lights 
.m~0~st~i:e t~iim.~ a: straigfit any time the tree is left can result.. ' approved by the Canadian 
by Bob Balbirnle ~ ~/. ~ '- quite -..ab•~t :i th!.s point! 
B.C. Hydro " beforebuying, 
Termee,,B.C,~ . .-When~ ~:~.selecting a: 
: i  :.:.~! ,: ' . ;  ~. i.,,naiura I i~:Christm~:.tree,,. 
Ornamental lights on ..,buy~a pi.ne or Douglas fir: 
~i " Sti~nd the tree in:wateh~ 
A commerc;al holder::!or a 
~mil filled with sand"and 
~ ,ater.::can. be us~diZTh~. 
Christmas".trees can:: be.; a ,, jn.iprefergnce to ;spruce.~ water should be replenish: 
~erious t'ir~hazard unless " B6th' "will" hold "= theirl led regul~ly~ "$o/ne trees~ 
reasonal~le pr~¢autfons, are~.: ~. nee~les.,longer :than sl~ruce! will: a~sotb ~abOut half 
taken,, wdrns .-Earle: Prit- ~: 'arid ~ ~r~[nt.:less 0f~~ fire; !itre a day..: .Trees hould 
chett, .. safety coordinator , hazard. Try to find a tree. i 
at Hydro s corporate safe- that:~as been f~es.~ly cut .. ~ . , : . .  . ~ ! : -~  .. . 
.tydepartmenL Before decoraHng,!  . .~ .: . . . . .  ,- :. . . . . . .  . . . :  
He singled out artificial check out the trve:Jights. ~ : .~ .... "~ "': 
metallic trees as.beifig- of "Each string ~f,'liglits,~ : 
unattended," said Prit- 
chett. ~ ~'''' 
: Decoratihg h0useS."or. 
outdoor Christmas trees 
can also ,he hazardous 
unless proper,  safety 
precautions ale t/~ken'.: .... . 
• { The greatest dangeriOc- 
curs when people'stnng.u.p 
. ~ :,.,~ ~: . . . : - : - ' / .  
special, concernk '~'These new or,.old, should be:ex-; i'- .... :~ ~ " ": ~ ...... = " . ..... 
trees are good.~onductors "amined, ~for i brokei i ,  or . . . . .  : *" i !  
°f  electricity and -sh°uld cracked s°ckets' frayed °r• ~ r t '  
not be decorated with bare wires or loose con- 
Christmas lights~ under '"nections.' Discard damag- 
any circumstances because -ed seth or repair them," 
Even after the lights are 
Up, wind can blow them 
against a power line, .caus- 
ing power outages• • 
"Trees anywhere near a 
power line should- not. be. 
decorated• The dskiS ji~Si~ 
.not worth ~t," sand Pr,t:, 
chett. 
Standards AssociatiOn. : 
.,Check that the-lights 
work before they :are put 
up. ..i. ,: 
~-Avoid 'handl ing wires 
with wet hands or .while 
standing on wet. gro~n~.~ 
~,Check for. anYfrh~'~ 
.- : -  wiring• ~", ~,: 
of the electrical hazard,"  said Pritchett . . . . . . .  
said Pritchett. When prepar ing a 
C h r i s t m a s  t rees  fo r  sa le  
The Terrace Scbuts will be selling Crlstma8 trees on Friday, 
Dec. 19 from 7 pm to 9 pm and on Saturday, Dec. 20 from 10 
am to 4 pm beside the Petro Canada station on Lakelse 
Avenue. Michael Huff (left) of the sixth Terrace Cubs; and Alan 
Trappl, First Terrace Beavers, help carry trees to the truck for 
transport o the sale site• Susan McKenzle photo 
NORTH~ 
OMMUNITY 
COLLEGE 
HAS A VACANCY FOR A 
PART-TIME INSTRUCTOR 
OF 
Immunology & Microbiology 
FOR THE NORTHERN 
NATIVE INDIAN 
PROFESSIONAL NURSING 
PROGRAM 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Bachelor's In Science with 
teaching experience in a 
related area. 
TERMS OF APPOINTMENT: 
The successful applicant will 
be required to teach two one- 
half term courses In the 
Winter 1987 term. 
The rate of pay and benefits 
will be according to the ex- 
Have a Joyful 
Holiday Seasonl 
635-7840 
Terrace Review 
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We Shine 
in the 
Northwest 
r" • STEWART 
PRINCE 
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"IUPERT TERRACE , 
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' " " BURNS LAKE 
HOUSTON 
• KITIMAT 
As many as 
30,000 homes will be 
receiving 
the Northwest Star 
every two weeks! 
A new communicat ions  vehicle is now serving 
the northwestern  region of the province. Every 
other week 30,000 northwest  B.C.  homes wil l  
receive the Northwest Star FREE! 
If you wan1 to broaden the scope of your  
advertising, and reach this who le  area 
with one concentrated effort,  
call Jean-Luc Roy at 635-7840 and ta lk  to him 
about  giving your  business 
a Northwest Star boost!  
FREE CLASSIFIED ADS 
You can roach 30,000 homes with your non.commercial classified ad 
ABSOLUTELY FREE! To place your ad fill In the form below and mail 
it to us or drop It off at our office at 4535 Grelg Avenue, Terrace• 
........................... Ri E"C Li SS|i ii D i 6 ........................... I 
For " NAME ADDRESS •PHONE. • • * . . • . . * . ) .  J . . . . . . ,  , i  • o . • . . , .  • io  I , • . I • i o  
FILL IN ONE WORD PER BOX - -  MAXIMUM 20 WORDS 
I 
elating CUPE/College Collec- " .................................................................................................... : ................................................................... : 
~.. ~ ,  . I tire Agreement• : : 
I Please send resumes by ................................... 
I Dr. Jo Patterson I .................................. 
1 ! ,o.oem,o,-O 
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I I t l l~ l lq  I I Nodhwmt Community [ : 
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Ch'istmas sb,)w receives 
a standing ovation 
Close to 
500 attend 
TERRACE - -  A St. 
Nicholas Day Celebration, 
directed by Lynne Ley- 
dier-Frolyck and produc- 
ed  by Theatre Alive, 
received a standing ova- 
tion, much to the ap- 
preciation of the hard-, 
working group. 
Close to 500 seats were 
sold for the Christmas 
theatre production which 
took place at the REM Lee 
Theatre, Dec. 6. 
Leydier-Frolyck offered 
a collage of mus ica l  
numbers related to the 
festive season. There was 
a variety of entertainment 
from Santa to the Nativity 
scene; .in short, a real 
family night. 
"Everything went just 
as planned; even the snow 
fell on the stage as plann- 
exl," said the elated direc- 
tor. 
For those of  you who 
missed an exceptional 
Christmas theatre produc- 
tion, it will air on Skeena 
Journal, Thursday, Dec. 
18 at 7:30 p.m. 
Producer of the Skeena 
Journal, CFTK Channel 
7, Peter Reynolds Long, 
said he chose to produce 
the show because Lynne 
Leyd ier -F ro lyck  was 
directing it. "We knew it 
would be terrific with 
Lynne in it and the cast 
that stood, behind her 
made it greai.':, 
Long added, "It's a 
good way for the company 
to get involved in 
Christmas cheer. The 
show was taped during a 
dress rehearsal. From 
Skeena Journal, have 
yourself a Happy Holi- 
day! 
Post Office employees 
sort mail speedily 
TERRACE - -Local  Post Office employees 
are putting in overtime to ensure the quickest 
delivery POssible for Christmas mail and 
parcels. 
Dale Walker, Post ma~ter, with Canada 
Post said, "I'm proud to saywe are right on 
time with the mail." Our employees are work- 
ing efficiently at sorting the mail, having it 
ready for the trucks to deliver. 
To speed up your Christmas cards or letters, 
don't forget your postal code. Walker said the 
mailing machines will reject cards, letters and 
parcels if there is no postal code indicated, 
• This means it ~vill take longer for your mail 
to get to'it's destination, Walker added. 
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Singers 
A vocal, group 
from the Ter- 
race Penta- 
costal Assem- 
bly, performed 
at the REM Lee 
theatre during 
the community 
carol sing. The 
piece of music 
performed and 
sung was "1 
Heard Bells on 
Chr i s tmas  
Day." The 
event was held 
on Wednes- 
day, Dec. 10 in 
Terrace. 
Singing 
session 
a smashing 
Success 
TERRACE - -A Community Carol Sing held at th.e 
REM Lee Theatre on Wednesday, Dec. 10 was a smash- 
ing success. The auditorium was almost filled to capaci- 
ty. 
The true message of Christmas "Jesus is born", was 
expressed through a number of songs by 11 local chur- 
ches. The audiencejoined in for some carol singing led 
by Paster Bob Shatford from the Evangelical Free 
Church. Marilyn Brodie accompanied on the Piano. 
It was a fun evening for all ages. You sometimes can 
get so busy buying gifts for aunt Martha, cousin Mary, 
little Joey, the true meaning of Christmas is often 
forgotten. It's a time for giving of ourselves and of our 
time. A time to remember the less fortunate, a time to 
share. A time to remember that Jesus was born. 
He was born in an obscure village 
The child of a peasant woman 
He worked in a carpenter shop 
And was an itinerant preacher 
He never held an office 
He did none of the things one usually associates with 
greatness 
Nineteen centuries have come and gone 
And today he is the center figure of the human race 
All the armies that ever marched, 
All the navies that have ever sailed, 
All the kings that ever reigned, Put together, 
Have not affected the life of man on this earth 
As much as that."one solitary life"! 
The churches who participated in the event were: 
Christian Reformed Church, Alliance Church, Pen- 
tecostal Assembly, Evangelical Free Church, Christ 
Lutheran Church, Zion Baptist Church, Salvation Ar- 
my, Church of God, Knox United Church, St. 
Mathews, Anglican Church, and the Seventh Day 
Adventist. 
The event was sponsored by the .Terrace Ministerial 
Association. 
Bale Walker, (right) postmaster• with Canada Post, praises the local work force. "Our employees 
are operating efficiently at sorting the rnail...l'm proud to say we are right on time with the 
Christmas mail." Lorna Therrlen (left) is Walker's secretary and a big help too. " Danlele Borqulst photo 
CP Air sale _ ,o . , , . . . , , , o . . . , . ,  
dressed by the issue of 250 been struck to deal with 
million convertable deben- issues uch as the changing 
tures at an interest rate of of CPAL's name because 
7.625 percent. The deben- it's no longer part of-the 
tures, at the option of the Canadian Pacific group of 
purchaser, can be con- companies. PWA uses Air 
verted into common Canada's computer sys- 
shares of PWA stock with tem for scheduling and 
a value of $24 per share, reservations, but that ar- 
The money raised with the rangement is no longer 
issue, Montgomery said, workable because PWA 
will be applied to the cor- and Air Canada are now 
porate debt, and any re- in direct competition with 
maining capital will be one another. Duplicate in- 
plowed into CPAL opera- ventories, co-ordination 
tions, of personnel and elimina- 
With its sudden jump tion of parallel timetables 
into the big leagues of air will also have to be ad- 
carriers, PWA is faced dressed. Montgomery said 
with a number of wide- these matters will be work- 
ranging organizational ed out "over the next few 
decisions to be made. Ex- months". CPAL head- 
ecutive committees have quarters, ~he said, will re- 
main in Vancouver. 
Although PWA was 
owned at one point by the 
Alberta government, after 
the company's ownership 
went public the/govern- 
ment's share dropped to 
1.5 percent. That last re- 
maining interest was 
divested this year. Mont- 
gomery pointed out that 
by law no more than four 
percent of the company's 
shares can be held by a 
single stockholder. 
Montgomery explained 
that the ownership of 
CPAL is set up under a 
holding company, as In- 
vestments, PWA Leasing, 
Pacific Western Holidays, 
and a 45 percent interest in 
Time Air. 
New directors--¢ontlnt,edfrompagel 
of office. The directors 
are also paid $300 annual- 
ly for sitting on the board 
of the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional  Hosp i ta l  
District. 
The bylaw will come up 
for final ratification at the 
board's next meeting Jan. 
17. The increase is the first 
raise for regional district 
directors ince 1983. 
ROAD 
IMPROVEMENTS 
SOUGHT 
The Whitebottom Road 
is a disused logging road 
that provides access to a 
popular fishing area on 
the Lakelse River. During 
the time since logging 
operations by Westar 
Timber were discontinued 
in the area the road has 
fallen into such a state of 
disrepair as to be nearly 
impassable. 
It was noted at the Dee. 
13 meeting by directors 
Bev Rodrigo and Ruth 
Ha l lock  that many 
tourists had complained 
during the summer about 
difficult access to many 
local areas outside the 
paved highway and road 
system. 
Director Joanne Mon- 
aghan, who is also B.C. 
vice-president of the 
Yel lowhead Highway 
Association, proposed 
successfully that letters be 
sent to the Ministry of 
Highways, Ministry of 
Tourism, the Yellowhead 
Highway Association and 
the North by Northwest 
Tourism Association in a 
lobbying effort to secure 
improvements for secon- 
dary road systems. 
Monaghan's motion in- 
eluded the intent to 
establish priority roads for 
an improvement program 
throughout the regional 
district. 
Director Pete Weeber 
~ointed out that the 
Ministry of Highways will 
"avoid (such an arrange- 
ment) like the plague" 
because if the ministry 
undertakes maintenance 
once, the road becomes a
permanent jurisdiction. 
Weeber suggested a new 
category of road is re- 
quired, a "tourist access" 
road, which the highways 
crews Could maintain on a 
demand basis for the 
Ministry of Tourism. 
It was decided that 
pressure should be applied 
to both ministries: Direc- 
tor Rodrigo stated, "We 
need to impress them with 
the importance of these 
secondary roads." 
The next meeting of the 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional 
District board is scheduled 
for Jan. 17 in Terrace. 
